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WORKING TOGETHER…BECAUSE CLIMATE CHANGE IS SERIOUS BUSINESS

46 Companies, $2.5 trillion in combined revenue, more than 4.5 million employees
Welcome to the inaugural edition of Environmental Leader’s Insider Knowledge Report, which provides corporate lessons learned from environmental and energy management programs.

While we’re always amazed at the level of engagement our readers exhibit in attending webinars, downloading white papers, commenting on stories and opening and reading our daily newsletter, we were frankly unprepared for the response we received when we asked readers to provide us with a lesson learned over the past 12 months. Over 600 of you took the time to write paragraphs and articles with your lessons learned, sharing your ups and downs involved in implementing or continuing environmental, energy and sustainability programs.

As the responses came flooding in, it quickly became apparent that we were going to have to disappoint a large number of you who took the time to send us your responses. I apologize. If only we could have included them all. But to read a report hundreds of pages long seemed to be asking a lot – even from a highly engaged audience like our own. Thanks to all of you who participated.

What we do include in this report are 150 of the most enlightening responses. It was not easy to cull the numbers. We went back and forth, moving responses from pile to pile. Those that ultimately were included were those we think provide real lessons, advice and examples from which other companies and executives can learn.

So, what have we learned from reading these responses – as well as those not included? From Yahoo designing a data center that takes advantage of the natural cooling effect of prevailing winds blowing in from Lake Erie to Computershare removing trash cans from employee work stations, we learned that executives charged with managing environmental and energy programs are implementing a wide range of actions both large and small in order to save their companies money and become more sustainable.

It’s also clear from what our readers write that improvements from energy and environmental management programs don’t happen instantaneously, and that that can hurt efforts and buy-in. But other executives realize that big payoffs seldom happen overnight.

What else? Companies are investing a lot of resources to involve employees in sustainability efforts and infuse them with a sense of esprit de corps. We learned plenty more, but we’ll let the words of our contributors speak for themselves.

Thank you to our sponsor, The Pew Center on Global Climate Change, for making the production of this year’s report possible.

As with all of our work, we hope this report helps to make your job a bit easier.

Thanks for reading.
From the sponsor

Make an Impact: Working with Businesses to Save Energy, Save Money and Save the Planet

Make an Impact is a unique employee-focused energy efficiency program of the Pew Center on Global Climate Change and three corporate partners. Founded by Alcoa in 2006, the partnership now includes Fortune 500 companies Bank of America and Entergy Corporation and reaches more than 350,000 employees worldwide. A clear program benefit is the opportunity for collaboration, innovation and best practice sharing.

Successful employee engagement in sustainability efforts differs for each corporation, but there are a few constants: Leadership from the top and a strong implementation team are critical.

Employ multiple engagement strategies. Make an Impact includes a customized website, workshops with experts and local advocates, community volunteering, and a best-in-class carbon calculator that provides a personal analysis and recommendations to reduce your carbon footprint.

Scale globally, implement locally. Use local experts and services to ground the program in the community; this also increases the opportunity for behavior changes.

Successfully reinforces business relationships with community stakeholders.

Back it up with data. Employees like to know their efforts are meaningful. Make an Impact provides corporate partners the ability to track engagement in a variety of ways.

As part of its commitment to address climate change, Bank of America introduced MAI to associates in the US and UK in 2010. In its first six months, the program has attracted more than 2,400 visitors to the website and identified 5 million pounds of potential carbon savings by employees. In 2011, the company plans to introduce the program to employees in additional markets and double potential carbon savings and calculator usage.

Entergy Corporation uses the program to engage both customers and employees and has customized the program so that it offers benefits to local non-profits and disadvantaged consumers. Entergy has also added an offsets component to its program - including a commitment to double pledges made through its website.

Alcoa has a goal to reach 50 percent of its workforce with the program by 2012; to date it has introduced the program in 16 states and two countries and this year will launch a community/schools engagement module in five states, roll out in two additional countries and five additional states. Employee engagement is a key component to corporate sustainability efforts. One Alcoa employee attending a workshop in Washington was inspired to suggest improvements to plant operations that saved the company nearly $120,000 in auxiliary power costs. When employees make the efficiency connection, the results can be unexpected and significant. Visit http://makeanimpact.pewclimate.org and learn more.

Katie Mandes, Director
Make an Impact
Pew Center on Global Climate Change
http://makeanimpact.pewclimate.org
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Environmental Management

A 2010 study by Gartner, in collaboration with TRIRIGA, finds that many large organizations primarily focus their environmental initiatives on energy efficiency and are still in the early stages of the implementation of such projects.

Analysis of the preliminary survey data reports the following:

• While most organizations reported having a sustainability program, a majority of respondents (67 percent) have not yet implemented projects to reduce energy and environmental impact.
• Energy efficiency is considered a higher priority than other initiatives such as reducing GHG emissions. The majority of respondents (68 percent) rated energy efficiency as a top-three environmental initiative. And, somewhat surprisingly, less than one-fifth of respondents reported that reducing GHG emissions was a top-three priority.
• When asked which environmental initiatives each organization plans to invest in over the next 10 years, almost all respondents (95 percent) indicated that they would invest in energy efficiency. Less than 20 percent of respondents reported that they were currently investing in the tracking and management of GHG emissions. And, less than 75 percent of respondents indicated that they plan to invest in GHG management over the next 10 years.
• A large majority of respondents reported that their organization attempted to focus on their worst performing facilities when prioritizing sustainability investments. Given the respondents’ focus on energy efficiency, the majority (58 percent) reported that they use external energy benchmarking ratings such as ENERGY STAR to evaluate building performance. Less than 15 percent of respondents reported using GHG emissions as a variable to determine building level environmental performance.
• Fifty percent of respondents reported that quantifying the cost-benefit of a project was a top-two challenge when deciding which projects to invest in. This challenge, along with competition from other capital projects, may be a primary reason that less than 40 percent of respondents reported that their organizations are currently implementing projects to reduce energy or environmental impact.

A client was working on a refrigerant replacement plan that mapped to their country’s phase-out schedule of HCFC’s. However, analyzing this plan in the context of their sustainability objectives, it became obvious that only meeting regulatory requirements with regard to refrigerants would prevent them from meeting other environmental performance targets such as GHG emissions reductions. Taking a broader view of sustainability objectives resulted in a refrigerant management plan that is consistent with company sustainability goals and the environmental performance that consumers have come to expect of their brand.

If your company is in a similar position, we suggest considering the following when constructing your refrigerant management plan for 2011 and beyond:

• Understand the scheduled phase out plan for HCFCs in your country. Continued use of HCFCs may increase your costs as R-22 increases in price as availability decreases. Continued use of R-22 may also be in conflict with your organization’s environmental performance.
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objectives. Check for alignment across the company.

- Anticipate that GHG-emitting refrigerants will become the focus of restrictions over the coming decade.
- Invest now in new equipment or retrofits that use refrigerants with low GWPs such as hydrocarbons or ammonia, which could help you avoid higher costs in the future.
- Having a GHG emissions policy as a component of your company sustainability strategy can provide operational guidance that is consistent with your external communications and brand messaging.

**In 2006, we invested in a state-of-the-art** Loring Smart Roaster in an effort to lower our carbon footprint. This roaster allows us to virtually eliminate the smoke produced during the roast process while massively reducing greenhouse gas emissions. We were one of the first 6 coffee roasters in the country to invest in this new technology. The roaster allows us to achieve both our quality and sustainability goals, making it one of the better business decisions we’ve made. 1. The roaster is designed to use 80% less natural gas, saving us $36,000 over the past four years, and substantially reducing our operating costs, which helps us offset the expense of operating a bio-fuel powered delivery truck. 2. The roaster uses just one burner to both roast the coffee and clean the exhaust before it is allowed into the atmosphere. Most roasters use a separate burner for the roasting and exhaust incineration, greatly increasing gas use. 3. We collect and donate all the chaff to local farmers.

**Helen Russell and Brooke McDonnell**
Equator Coffees and Teas
www.equatorcoffees.com

**We are in the Life Cycle Assessment business** and we are constantly surprised by the valuable lessons we learn every time we conduct an LCA. Here’s a great example: We were hired by a building products company to see if their product, which requires less concrete to be used in various construction applications, helped to also reduce carbon emissions. We’re happy to say that it did, but that’s not what we learned. We learned that the company was using natural gas (the primary driver of their carbon footprint) to burn off toxic emissions generated by their manufacturing process, before they were released into the atmosphere. We recommended that they capture the side benefits of that energy by incorporating a co-gen system to power their factory. The company used the LCA report to apply for a grant to afford a system that will dramatically reduce their carbon footprint. Other clients learned that incorporating recycled content reduced the CO2e generated from their products’ life-cycle impact. Clients also learned the environmental value of transporting goods by ship to the port nearest to their final destination and avoiding travel by truck. Interesting fact: Less CO2e is generated shipping a metric ton from New Zealand to California than trucking that same weight from California to New York.

**Andrew Keenan**
Verus Carbon Neutral
www.verus-co2.com
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Instead of treating sustainability as “new and wonderful,” you may wish to search for the components already in place throughout your operations. It is clearly easier to build on what you already have. I have found that an integrated management system provides the perfect foundation for sustainability. Many companies start with their ISO 14001 environmental management system and add OHSAS 18001 (occupational health & safety) and some elements of ISO 9001 (quality management system’s purchasing and design requirements). With the publication of ISO 26000 (social responsibility guidance), social responsibility can be added to this integrated management system. Economic responsibility can be addressed using ISO 31000 (risk management guidance), given the relationship to this standard and the Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404 financial operational controls. All of these methods are used internationally and are well-proven. Using an integrated management system and naming it after your company will help you make the business case to the organization’s governance and your stakeholders. You do not need to certify to these standards to take advantage of their flexible frameworks. When thinking about sustainability, look inside your operations first before you search for “true north.”

We’ve noticed a new wave of companies certifying to ISO 14001, the international standard for environmental management systems (EMS), in the high-tech industry. While the first wave of certifications consisted of electronics manufacturing companies, the second wave is hitting non-manufacturing companies in the technology industry, such as software companies, services firms, and product companies that outsource manufacturing.

A good example of a recently ISO 14001-certified company within the second wave is Blue Coat Systems, Inc., a technology leader in Application Delivery Networking. My team and I were privileged to support this tech-company client with their successful ISO 14001 certification (received in September 2010). The ISO 14001 registrar TÜV SÜD America Inc. reported that Blue Coat’s certification process was particularly swift — in part due to the fact that the company’s corporate environmental sustainability program, BluePlanet, was in place for more than two years before the certification process began.

Insights on the part of Paris Dieker, the Blue Coat compliance engineer who championed ISO 14001 certification, are summarized here:

1. Having a significant head start on environmental management: Over 2 years before beginning its ISO 14001 certification process, Blue Coat started a corporate environmental/sustainability program called BluePlanet, whose mission is to select and implement environmental initiatives that substantively reduce environmental impact and benefit Blue Coat financially. BluePlanet’s multifunctional, multiregional employee participation and systems for setting and achieving environmental goals provided a strong foundation for the ISO 14001 process.

2. Strong executive commitment and follow-through: Blue Coat had a strong commitment in the executive level to the necessity and benefits of ISO 14001 certification. Employees at all levels were engaged in the process.

3. Effective corporate communication systems: At the outset, Blue Coat engaged a multifunctional, multiregional team and employed existing corporate communication channels to generate buy-in and cooperation among employees. This ensured that initiatives were carried out in a timely manner.

Pamela J. Gordon
Technology Forecasters Inc./TFI Environment
www.TFIenvironment.com
(4) Selection of an ISO 14001 registrar: Blue Coat chose its ISO 14001 registrar based on customer focus, competence, and expertise in the information-technology and electronics sector. Strong customer-oriented service was a deciding factor in choosing the registrar.

(5) Effective leverage of auditor. During the certification period (from pre-assessment through the final stage 2 audit) the BluePlanet team was open to constructive feedback from the auditor to improve certain processes to better achieve goals and objectives while being more efficient. This feedback increased understanding about making improvements and adding more value for the benefit of employees, partners, customers, and the company overall. Additionally, the lead auditor had extensive knowledge about Blue Coat’s industry sector and expertise with a variety of certification processes and implementations. The auditor’s feedback helped improve Blue Coat’s EMS significantly and was a valuable resource for any questions related to EMS and ISO certification. The auditing process was a closed loop process divided into 4 phases to ensure that at every step of the process the customer needs were clearly understood and taken into consideration during the entire certification process.

auditing & reporting

Spurred on by the energy-conservation framework given to us by the Green Schools Alliance, we here at the Fenn School in Concord, MA, have started to track consumption of fuel oil, natural gas, water, and electricity. Fenn has had energy and broader sustainability audits done by professionals in the past; however, this fall, we realized just how simple (and more budget-friendly) it would be for us to do our own tracking. All of the rates, locations, volumes, dates, and histories appear on the utility bills, and that data is entered into basic Excel spreadsheets for analysis later.

Starting in January 2011, we will have a few faculty volunteers help us enter the data.

Bills come at different times, and there are as many as fourteen different meters around Fenn’s campus for a single utility-tracking usage will be no small task for our otherwise busy and involved teachers. However, we felt that it was important to have a few faculty help with this tracking process, as it makes environmental sustainability more of a regular part of their daily duties and lives at Fenn. The Business Office and Sustainability Coordinator can only benefit by delegating out some of our responsibilities to faculty who use myriad spaces around campus every day.

Cameren Cousins
The Fenn School
www.fenn.org
Working with many “first time reporters,” I have found that they have not yet come to grips with the level of transparency and disclosure that is required by them to produce a meaningful sustainability report. Often a lack of buy-in at senior management level will constrain what they can and cannot publicly report. Total disclosure, however, is neither possible nor desirable. There are many legal and regulatory controls with which companies must comply. It is vital for a company to understand what it is legally able to report and what information it is comfortable reporting, given its stakeholders’ desires for information.

Of course it is not just a matter of transparency in reporting. The way a company collects its data will also determine the content of its report. This comes back to the learning curve. More often than not the company will learn what it needs to do next time in order to be able to provide the kind of information their stakeholders want.

I found that data collection was one of the main hurdles for one global gold mining company I worked with. The lack of understanding of sustainability reporting, as well as cultural and linguistic barriers were all part of the challenge, but the main obstacle was internal buy-in. There will always be difficulties when employees that need to provide data have little interest to do so or see sustainability reporting as an extra burden on top of already heavy workloads.

For those embarking on their own sustainability reporting journey, here are some words of advice. A sustainability report is not solely focused on philanthropy and positive impacts. A good sustainability report will have a balance of favorable and not so favorable information. Research shows that your stakeholders will ultimately view you in a more positive light for being open and honest.

Measurable targets and goals are important to enable stakeholders to see how the company’s performance is improving (or otherwise) over time. This means also including information about how the company performed against last year’s targets and goals. It will reassure stakeholders of the company’s commitments and future directions.

Avoid high-level information, but don’t include too much jargon or technical detail either. Stakeholders may come from all walks of life and they just want to know the facts in plain language. If it’s impossible to avoid technical words, include a glossary at the end of the report. Engagement with all stakeholders, including employees, is key to finding out what’s important to them. Balance that against what’s important to the company then report on those material issues in a way that is clear and succinct.

The best sustainability reports will demonstrate how sustainability is integrated into a company’s core business. The report should be able to draw on the key policies and practices that underpin a company’s commitment to different aspects of sustainability. This is often difficult for first timers to report on if the policies do not yet exist, or the company is still exploring its comfort level of transparency. But if it’s not possible say so, and talk about where the company is heading in that regard.

As a member of the American Chemistry Council (ACC), ICL North America needed a system to help with the Responsible Care certification process by integrating our environmental, health, safety and security activities across our business operations and to meet stakeholder demands for improved performance. ICL began implementing Dakota’s ProActivity Suite in July 2009 to build regulatory profiles of our facilities, audit for regulations, track action items to completion and report ESH incidents internally. Master Control software was used for document control for ICL North America ESHS Procedures. These web-based systems were the key to quickly integrating all of our ESHS management systems. By Dec 2010, ICL North America had met ACC Responsible Care certification requirements with
RC14001 certifications and had also achieved OHSAS 18001 certification at 5 facilities. With regulatory changes, personnel adjustments, and an increasingly tech-savvy workforce, having secure systems in place assures ICL of the consistency and reliability needed for conformance to our standards.

In 2010, we observed two important trends:

1. Increasing and intensifying tempo in the regulation of greenhouse gas, and
2. Increased interest in “Supply Chain Environmentalism”—the use of environmental finance platforms to identify and reduce imbedded environmental costs, thereby increasing competitiveness through cost reduction and sustainability-related differentiation.

The increase in GHG regulatory intensity started with the issuance of the greenhouse gas reporting rule, which compels greenhouse gas tracking commencing January 2010 and requires reporting by March 2011, of not only emissions but of operational metrics that can be used by EPA for verification.

In February of 2010, the SEC brought the CFO community into the GHG regime by issuing guidance, compelling publicly traded companies to measure their GHG emissions and promptly report any material adverse risks posed by GHG. In November of 2010, California—home to 1 in 9 Americans and the eighth largest economy in the world—reaffirmed its intention to implement cap and trade for GHG by 2012, and has since published scoping documents to make this a regulatory reality. The GHG regulatory trend brings new costs and new risks to industry, which must now find a cost-effective way to manage this increased burden. The Supply Chain Environmentalism trend constitutes a potentially game-changing shift that simultaneously could lash the market to the quest for the climate solution and dramatically diminish both the need and justification for increasing environmental regulations.

The excitement over the private unveiling of a new, sustainable packaging component was palpable at our meeting with a major Europe-based snack food company. The execs were sure that the new flexible packaging—that could be recycled and incinerated—would yield a substantial decrease in the cookie product’s carbon footprint. Yet once the data was run in Carbonostics, the results told a different story: the new packaging had a negligible impact on the product’s carbon footprint!

The cookie product’s hotspots were in raw materials. Our advice to food companies is always to screen a product’s lifecycle for embedded carbon before investing hundreds of thousands of dollars in R&D on packaging that will have more impact on the budget than on sustainability efforts.

Use the 3-day data rule. Collect data for 3 days, then screen your product for carbon hotspots. Once a product is screened for hotspots with secondary and/or primary data, a company will know where they need to dig deeper. Some clients listen… some don’t. A large UK-base food manufacturer started collecting data to run a Carbonostics lifecycle assessment. The company just knew that they had high electrical impacts in their manufacturing facilities so the sustainability team...
spent one entire week collecting data on the electrical outputs of every single machine in one facility. The primary data was then input into Carbonostics and electricity was, once again, a minor impact for their product line. The team spent an entire week on collecting data that would not improve their product’s carbon footprint.

The moral of these stories is to avoid making assumptions about where carbon is embedded in a product. Screen for hotspots, then dig deeper.

In Australia, while sustainability data collection and reporting is on the agenda for organizations, it was not uncommon for these tasks in 2010 to take a back seat to the day-to-day business, especially for small to medium businesses (SMBs), and be relegated to a reactive management approach, rather than a proactive vision to drive good business practice for greater financial returns.

For example, if a tender arose where data was required it would be hastily put together.

A survey of Australian SMBs found less than one third have quantified their annual production of GHGs through a GHG emissions inventory, with those taking no action stating lack of skills and knowledge the primary reasons for not measuring emissions (Swinburne, 2010).

My experience in particular with SMBs, and some larger organizations that don’t have a history involved with EHS legislation, has been that sustainability data is quite often the responsibility of inexperienced employees. Those responsible undertake managing data part-time while also undertaking their core responsibilities.

Largely these sustainability responsibilities are not part of their job description or performance reviews and they tend not to have a great knowledge of the field of sustainability and GHG reporting.

This was the case for one large Australian organization which faced many challenges with its data capture over 2010; their aim was to create a baseline for their data before deciding on ongoing requirements and potential for an enterprise sustainability software solution.

The biggest hurdle the organization faced was that while electricity consumption from its locations made up 65% of its total emissions – the majority being indirect – 95% of premises are owned by third parties, making it difficult for them to collect and manage their data.

Several improvements were identified to improve their data capture and reporting techniques which included:

- Consolidate systems into one system that is able to collect all direct and indirect emissions;
- Improve data collection processes – they found data would come in all different formats, making it a major task to calculate emissions with multiple spreadsheets;
- The coordination of sustainability data collection and reporting was found to require improvements, as responsibilities were split between two corporate groups – Property Management and Communications;
- They also found there were data errors that required data to be checked by an independent reviewer for correct emissions factors and methodologies used.
If you begin by reading other reports you will get an idea of what you are aiming towards. Try searching for “GHG Inventory” and the name of your industry or type of organization. If you are using Google include “filetype:pdf” in your keywords so it only shows you PDF files and you don’t have to dig through web pages to find the actual reports. And engage with people on the internet who have done it before by joining discussion forums such as LinkedIn Groups.

Start off by keeping your inventory simple. Don’t expect to get it perfect the first time round. It’s important to keep notes on areas you are unsure about, things you decide to leave out (and why) and information you can’t get hold of. When you review this list later many things will have become apparent to you for next time.

It’s critical to capture the knowledge you gained while developing your inventory each year. Insist that you or your team keep a blog to regularly record their experiences in detail. It could be an internal or a public facing blog. Either way, ensure it is not a resource your organization will lose access to should the author leave the company. And this blog may encourage other employees within the organization to engage with you. It can be an emotive topic.

If you decide to use consultants, insist on playing a major role in the exercise so as to develop your internal expertise. Try to ensure they don’t over-complicate things by comparing their work with other GHG Inventories you have looked at previously. Still keep your blog if you use a consultant and insist the consultant records their experiences with your organization too as part of their deliverables.

As you progress from year to year you will learn how to improve your data collection processes, better understand where to make the best reduction initiatives and how to reduce both the costs of the exercise and improve the resource efficiency of your operations.

It’s important to track these financial savings for obvious reasons. But you should also showcase these benefits in relation to the return on investment of having a climate change team. You want to develop the role into a valuable part of your organization.

Most of all, choose to enjoy the exercise. It’s a great opportunity. The role gives you what is often an unprecedented view of your whole organization. The exercise will inspire you with ideas of how to improve things and motivate people along the way. It can be a very rewarding position to have within the company.

This year, Edelman surveyed corporate responsibility and sustainability reporting practices among 60 Fortune 500 companies in the consumer products, financial, manufacturing, pharmaceutical and technology industries to understand how companies are reporting on ESG issues. The results were clear that reporting is growing increasingly important: 86% of companies publish information on corporate responsibility and sustainability on their website and 69% publish a formal report. However, only a handful of U.S. companies, including American Electric Power and Southwest Airlines, have caught on to integrating reporting. We predict U.S. companies will begin to catch-up with their peers in Europe and Latin America and see the business benefit of this powerful tool.

Jane Madden
Edelman
www.edelman.com
We recently began working with a client to explore the synergy and overlap between the requirements of the Electronics Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC), and the principles of a “typical” CSR program, such as those topics defined by the Global Reporting Initiative, the most widely used framework for corporate social responsibility reporting. The company is interested in both for sure, but is particularly sensitive to complying with the EICC guidelines.

The process for performing such an analysis consisted of a side-by-side assessment of the elements of the two frameworks, identifying the overlaps as well as the gaps. Based upon our experience with both frameworks, we also clarified which topics, although slightly differently phrased, would “cover” the required issues.

Based on our analysis, we found significant overlap between the EICC guidelines and the GRI framework. Thus by implementing a targeted CSR program using GRI as a guide, a company can also in parallel fulfill the guidelines of the EICC. However, what to do about the differences between the EICC guidelines and the GRI Framework? The answer to this is quite simple. A robust, well designed CSR program is constructed based upon the interests and requirements of the different stakeholders of the company. In this case, we considered the guidelines of the EICC to be highly material to our client as their customers are requesting compliance. Thus, moving forward, with our help our client will be developing a program that considers both frameworks.

The bottom line is that corporate sustainability is a process whereby the needs of various stakeholders are integrated into the development and deployment of programs. Therefore the design of such programs must include a process whereby these interests are considered. By doing so, a company can position itself to respond to the increasing variety of data and information requests in an efficient and timely manner.

Establishing a sustainability baseline is usually a key component of any sustainability program or initiative. When we went into establishing our first sustainability baseline for a client of ours, we went in with the assumptions that they would have basic information and data we needed at least somewhat readily available. But it turns out that they didn’t have the information to the extent we were expecting (though they did give us some pretty useful information). Through our investigation we also found that they did not have clearly defined protocols for collecting, managing, or analyzing this data. In addition to that, their different departments documented information on the same items using different methods, resulting in different qualitative and quantitative information describing the same exact item. Needless to say we became frustrated, at first. Then we spoke with other sustainability leaders within our client’s industry and found that they went through the same types of issues. They shared with us that we can only deal with the information we have, and said that the lack of information is part of the baseline report. We ended up publishing a superb baseline report by remaining patient, being optimistic yet honest with ourselves, conducting thorough investigation and engaging stakeholders. We also benefitted from the client’s willingness and support, and utilized every aspect of our collective wisdom, network, and resources.

Lessons learned for those beginning their journey in sustainability consulting and/or programming:
1) Do not enter a project expecting to find any quantity or quality of information, or lack thereof, and 2) Stay positive, patient, and humble; successful sustainability is a journey.

Matthew Gardner
Sustainserv, Inc.
www.sustainserv.com

Kainoa Casco, MBA Candidate
Presidio Graduate School & KYA Sustainability Studio
www.presidioedu.org / www.thekyastudio.com
Every project is different so you will have your successes and challenges; view your challenges as those opportunities with the most to learn from and largest percentage change for improvement. With more experience on projects, you will develop an understanding of how to handle challenges and develop systems that promote effective solutions. Do not think you need to know it all; reach out to other sustainability advocates, ask for advice, do your research, and tap the collective wisdom of your network.

**Earlier this year, we conducted a several-month investigation** into our vendors’ business practices and social responsibility programs. From the information provided by survey respondents, we were able to draw conclusions about the state of sustainability reporting for small businesses. The current market for corporate social responsibility (CSR) and environmental reporting tools is primarily focused on large firms. Smaller firms, many of which have extremely limited staff time and budgets, struggle to solicit and disclose CSR and environmental information. Currently, there is not a clear standard method for small firms seeking to report information regarding the environmental and social programs of their own business or those of their partners. This presents a challenge for small businesses who want to improve their own sustainability and help their business partners do the same.

Mike Kissinger  
Tech Networks of Boston  
www.techboston.com

In pursuit of LEED for Existing Buildings Operations and Maintenance, we chose to commission our 104,000 square foot building which consists of a warehouse and 12,000 sf of office. When we moved in 4 years ago we conducted a major renovation on the office space, and in the process we added 4 new heating and air units. Commissioning discovered that wiring was crossed on those units and that a damper was broken, which could have only happened on installation. Other things that were discovered: our snow-melt system was on all the time, not just when the temperature was below 32 degrees. We knew about two water systems on the property (one for potable and one of irrigation), but the commissioning process discovered a third system that was also used for irrigation. However, it was not metered correctly, and that was causing us to pay extra taxes to the city. One of the silly things that we laugh at is that the microwave in our cafe was never placed in the space that was built for it – instead it sat on a counter right in front of a thermostat! Outdoor light sensors were not working so several of our light fixtures were on 24x7 instead of turning off during the light of day. We cannot tie these things to a savings in energy specifically to calculate the return on investment on the cost of commissioning. However this along with a lighting fixture change-out in the warehouse means we have achieved a 34% reduction in energy usage. When we started our LEED pursuit our Energy Star score was 70 and we increased it to 79 by the time we

Renae Hesselink  
Nichols  
www.enichols.com
When looking at new construction, or major renovations, be willing to slow way down when reviewing the bid tab to take the time necessary to make the apples to oranges comparisons. Be willing to entertain many different strategies for the insulation package and for the systems. Solicit multiple bids from each of these various strategies. Easy so far, but then be willing to invest in the real due diligence necessary for studying between line items to measure add costs in certain categories such as energy efficiency upgrades. Then capture the corresponding cost savings to be had in other parts of the bid tab. In other words, be willing to make the apples to oranges comparisons. Be willing to weigh the more abstract pros and cons for each strategy being priced and considered.

What routinely happens at final bid review is that the project is wildly over budget. The design professionals begin editing out the extras. The aesthetic adds such as the high-end light fixtures, the 14K gold plated plumbing fixtures, the hand forged hardware, the fancy custom front door – the jewelry for the project – gets down-graded or cut out of the budget all together. Worse, the energy efficiency upgrades get cut without any real due diligence toward making the apples to oranges comparisons or seizing opportunities to capture cost savings in other categories to be had from the up-grades.

During the pursuit of LEED certification for a new construction project, there is a day when the team sits down to determine the credits to be attempted and any potential cost premiums that will result. The cost of LEED is a topic that is discussed often, and many excellent articles have been written to try and quantify the extra costs, if any, that LEED projects incur compared to a non-LEED project. One LEED credit (a prerequisite actually) is Fundamental Commissioning, EA prerequisite 1. Basically, it requires a third party verification of the performance of all building systems that use energy. This prerequisite is often viewed as the most expensive single requirement of the LEED rating system, and therefore the toughest pill to swallow, so to speak, when going for LEED. However, there’s a reason LEED projects are required to be commissioned, and there is significant and often measurable value in this process.

LEED was designed to transform design and construction and reduce the energy demands of the built environment (one of the E’s in LEED actually stands for energy). Commissioning verifies that the building actually performs the way it was designed and saves all the energy that it claims to save. It is, in short, the accountability piece of the LEED puzzle. No matter how meticulous a contractor is, having someone who didn’t design or install a system take it for a ‘test drive’ is the best way to make sure it performs under normal operating circumstances.

The measurable value of commissioning lies mostly in energy savings ensured by the verification. If you ask a commissioning authority, they will tell you that, on every job, something always needs adjustment, tuning or even replacement. A few examples will illustrate that the savings due to commissioning are very quantifiable. A warehouse building in Southern California’s Inland Empire was designed to harvest daylight and turn off the high bay lights when enough sunlight was shining through the skylights. The commissioning process found that, indeed, there was a photocell on the roof, but the wiring was not completed from the photocell to the lighting panel. This trivial repair resulted in energy cost savings on the order of $50,000 per year! A library building in the San Gabriel valley used rooftop HVAC units to cool the building. The units were equipped with economizers to take advantage of the cool morning air and bring in fresh air when it could be used for cooling. A certain tiny switch on each economizer tells the equipment that,
for example, 15% means 15% open or 15% closed, depending on the switch's position. 8 out of ten of the units had this switch in the wrong position, having come “out of the box” that way. That means that on a hot day, when the outside is too warm to use for cooling, the economizers that should have closed to minimum ventilation position, were in fact almost all the way open, letting in and cooling the hot air. And when the outside air was cool enough, the units would not take advantage of it. The resulting savings of flipping these switches to their correct position was estimated at about $3000 per year.

In addition to the somewhat intangible benefits of fewer contractor repair callbacks and improved occupant health and comfort, commissioning results in measurable energy cost savings in most cases. It may be the best money you spend during the LEED certification process.

When building a new process numbering the instruments and equipment can turn out to be difficult. We worked with an engineering firm to get the numbering correct in our new plant so it would follow the current plant’s numbering. The engineering firm sent us some drawings with their numbering. The numbering followed our conventions so we OK’d the drawings. Our mistake was not having someone approve all drawings. We are now stuck with a numbering system that sometimes matches our current system and sometimes not. It’s too expensive now to go back and correct.

While LEED was not designed specifically for high tech, energy intensive buildings, it can be applied if understood well. This particular example comes from showing compliance with LEED 2009, v3.0, Energy and Atmosphere credit 4: Enhanced Refrigerant Management (referred to hereafter as E&Ac4). It is important to remember when showing compliance with LEED that you don’t penalize yourself unnecessarily!

Our project had three types of chillers which were rated for 800 Tons of 42˚F chillers, 550 Tons of 14˚F chillers, and 40 Tons of -18˚F chillers. We did the initial calculation for E&Ac4 using the NPLV tonnages associated with each chiller system and found out that we did not meet the credit requirements.

But wait! E&Ac4 notes that that you should use Gross ARI tonnage (or IPLV) in the calculation and not the de-rated tonnage (or NPLV) at your operating point! This was originally overlooked and we were using actual (“de-rated”) tonnage in our calculations. For example this meant that our 14˚F (-10˚C) process utility chillers which are de-rated to 550 Tons should actually have been inputted as 1300 Tons. Using ARI ratings (NPLV) we found that our weighted average for all of the chiller systems meant that we could once again qualify for the 2 points under this credit because we weren’t penalized for having to achieve extremely cold supply temperatures.

These additional 2 points could mean the difference between certification levels! Notes: 1. NPLV = Non Standard Part Load Value. 2. IPLV = Integrated Part Load Value. Performance characteristics developed by the Air Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) 3. ARI has become AHRI. The AHRI rating method for chillers can be found under the current AHRI Standard 550/590.
The Clorox Company corporate headquarters is now one of only 38 buildings in the U.S. to have attained Platinum LEED – Existing Building certification. We invested significant financial resources and more than nine months and 3,000 hours of staff time on improvements which included:

- Replacing every toilet and plumbing fixture in the building to reduce water consumption by more than 40 percent and 1.5 million gallons annually
- Replacing more than 1,700 lamps with more efficient lighting
- Installing a new white reflective roof that keeps the building temperature cooler
- Making numerous efficiency improvements to the building’s heating, cooling and ventilation systems
  - Moving to non-potable water for all irrigation, and
  - Expanding solid waste recycling and implementing a composting program.

In 2010, we made seven years of real operational building energy data publicly available. We did this through our eighth sustainability report www.investa.com.au/2009, inviting stakeholders and peers to explore our seven years of results for themselves through an interactive data tool. For example, they could:

- select individual buildings or groups of buildings
- look at the values over time for water, energy, complaints, waste and more
- compare the results with averages for temperature or portfolio averages
- filter the results for building age classes, size or other attributes.

This represents a unique turning point for our business and our industry. It is unusual for companies to make this type of data available due to commercial sensitivities. By making the data freely available we have enabled you to generate your own insights and form your own judgments about our performance managing commercial office buildings.

Was it risky? Yes, especially as releasing this data has exposed exactly which buildings operate above and below the portfolio average – in other words where we are doing well, and where we are not! Why did we do it? From some of our real world examples we know that a 60% reduction in energy use is possible in a building. Much of this will come from upgrading to more efficient equipment, but to rapidly reduce carbon emissions from buildings we need to change behavior too. By making building performance data available we can help build knowledge about what works and what doesn’t, as well as highlighting those buildings that need more everyday attention from building managers on energy and water use. With greater transparency we believe we will achieve better results.

What did we learn? We identified a few key issues about managing and presenting data: 1. People do want to see the data and we have had excellent feedback from stakeholders and investors about the transparency of our approach. 2. It is really difficult to present eight years worth of data really well – we have a lot of data, but sometimes it is better to present the most important or interesting data rather than all of it as it can simply be confusing. 3. This exercise has encouraged far more interest and effort in analyzing our own data. This has helped us to identify new trends and ideas to improve performance that we wouldn’t have otherwise come across, especially longer-range trends that were not possible to view in the past.

Bill Morrissey
The Clorox Company
www.CloroxCSR.com

Beck Dawson
Investa Property Group
www.greenbuildingsalive.com
We have designed a next-generation store model, to be introduced in 2011, that will be 75 percent more energy efficient than stores built in 2010. The energy savings will come from combining multiple technologies, including LED lighting in parking lots; hydronic heating combined with high efficiency condensing boilers; Energy Recovery Ventilation (ERV) for the retail floor and service centre; improved ventilation effectiveness by optimizing system efficiency; adjusted temperature set points; and enhanced thermal efficiency through thermal imaging.

Much can also be done to improve the energy efficiency of existing stores, as we have discovered using a computer-based Central Energy Management (CEM) technology to retrofit approximately 200 Canadian Tire Retail stores. This initiative is still in progress and will bring the total number of stores with CEM up to 300. CEM automates and controls the energy needs of the stores, including building temperatures, thermal comfort, and lighting adjustments, based on the schedule of the store. It provides regular, on-going data about the store’s energy consumption, and alerts managers to problems or inefficiencies in the mechanical systems. The estimated annual avoided energy cost is approximately $3.4 million for 200 stores. The energy saved in the new centrally managed stores will also reduce annual greenhouse gas emissions by an estimated 7629 metric tonnes (eCO2), and is equivalent to removing 1149 cars from the road. To date, 45 stores have been converted.

At our New Hampshire regional headquarters we have an interactive “green screen” display in the building’s lobby that continually tracks and monitors the building’s energy systems. Not only does the system depict live temperature data and real-time ROI calculations, it can also help boost efficiency overall. Shortly after moving into the building in December 2009, WESTON noticed that the building was consuming more electricity during the weekends than what the model predicted. The reason, they learned, was that they had lowered the temperature set points on the first floor during unoccupied periods to maintain a proper temperature in the IT/telecom room. Since the small, interior room was not on its own “zone,” the temperature of the entire area had to be lowered to account for the additional heat. These types of observations allows us to revisit certain operational processes and continually challenge staff to find new ways to conduct business in the most sustainable, energy-efficient manner possible.

In 2010, we opened Progressive Processing, a new manufacturing facility in Dubuque, Iowa, and the first plant the company had built from ground up in more than 25 years. As one of the world’s first manufacturing facilities to earn LEED certification at any level, designing and constructing Progressive Processing was a complex task. One of the challenges in doing something for the first time, both for the company and for the industry, was that the team was required to conceptualize and design many of the systems from scratch.

One example of this is the integrated energy and water efficiency systems throughout the plant which allow Progressive Processing to use at least 25 percent less energy and water than a plant built to meet current building codes and industry standards. While Hormel Foods has used similar energy savings strategies at some of its other facilities, this is the first completely plant-wide fully integrated
system. There are lighting controls that monitor the amount of light needed based on daylight, occupancy and time schedule, and temperature controls that use sensors to identify room occupancy and determine the heating or cooling need. As a result, actual electricity consumption at the facility during the first 10 months of operation as billed by the utility is about 30 percent less than the baseline building used for comparison.

Additionally, there are sophisticated heat and water recovery processes in place throughout the plant. The plant-wide heat recovery system captures the equivalent of more than 100 MMBTU of energy every day, and during the first 10 months of operation, over 1,000,000 gallons of water has been recovered from reverse osmosis reject and reused in place of fresh potable water. These water savings, combined with several closed loop processes and the efficiency of the process equipment, save 25 percent of the water that would otherwise be used at the facility. Because of these integrated systems, and the selection of the most energy efficient equipment available, Hormel Foods believes they will recoup the extra cost necessary to construct an environmentally friendly facility during the first two years of operation.

In every LEED Project I have worked on there comes a moment when I wonder if we are in danger of losing the real focus. Maybe it’s the nature of the beast as we seek to document and validate the sustainability efforts for an individual project. However the danger of point counting and the potential to lose the overall focus of true sustainability cannot be overstated. It comes down to the human element. The most efficient mechanical systems can be in place, the best construction procedures can be written, the correct no-smoking signs can be located, the latest energy saving design can be realized; but without the end users and especially those responsible for executing these measures truly embracing and understanding these instruments the entire effort can be undermined and go for naught. Years ago I asked a representative of the USGBC what was the end goal of their efforts. He answered that it was to see the tools used so effectively as an everyday part of life that there would be no need for an organization such as his. To achieve that goal there has to be a healthy understanding of the difference between a simple (or not so simple) tool and the objectives that tool seeks to reach. It calls for the education of an industry and the public that industry serves.

#1 lesson learned – The benefits of sustainability initiatives are not obtained overnight. Our research into building/facility retrofit projects, onsite renewable energy generation, and waste diversion are continuous and ongoing. We’re evaluating all areas of our business and operations, with plans to capitalize from quick ROIs, while simultaneously making long-term investments.

#2 lesson learned – Continuous improvement efforts are allowing us to identify and strengthen core areas of our business. From a variety of building and facility energy efficiency projects (E.g. lighting) we estimate reductions of 500,000 kWh/yr in energy-use, $50,000 in electricity cost savings, 700,000 lbs/yr of CO2-e evaded, and $100,000 in available state and federal incentives to cover project costs!
#3 lesson learned – We can’t manage what we don’t measure. Tracking the resource consumption of our operations has become ever-more important. To take this to the next level, we have identified the requirement for integrated management systems to utilize real-time tracking, driving efficiency and effectiveness.

Washington University in St. Louis eliminated the sale of bottled water on campus in 2009 in an effort to reduce waste and encourage the use of reusable mugs and bottles. This past fall, in response to requests from the student body, we began a project to retrofit drinking fountains on the university’s campuses to allow for the easy refilling of reusable water bottles. More than 20 initial locations for the retrofits were chosen based on a number of factors, including:

- Estimates of student, faculty and staff foot traffic through the buildings
- Variance of fountain manufacturer and model type
- Level of difficulty and feasibility of retrofit.

This has proven to be an interesting learning experience as we found ourselves ahead of the curve in terms of demand for bottle-filling options at the time. Given the myriad of water fountain manufacturers and the various model types we have on our campuses, no universal solution was available on the market. With each location, we had to consider the type of fountain we were working with (and whether it was still being manufactured), specific site concerns (such as potential for vandalism) and often the aesthetic needs of the department in question. We started out striving to be as consistent as we could with these retrofits, but we discovered that this was not as feasible as we had hoped, given the many types and ages of fountains we were working with on our campuses. It is encouraging to see the market catching up, however. Most every major manufacturer now offers some kind of retrofit for those drinking fountain models still being produced, and many companies now offer bottle-filling stations, which we are also piloting at Washington University. These more elaborate options come with all manner of extras from an infrared sensor to a digital counter indicating the number of bottles “saved from the landfill.”

L’Oréal USA’s Piscataway manufacturing facility has focused on finding a cost effective and more energy efficient source of lighting for its plant. Efforts were made to find a light source that would provide adequate lighting with lower overall energy consumption. The plant replaced their traditional fluorescent light bulbs with LED (Light Emitting Diode) lighting in the administration and production areas and installed sun tubes in the warehouse. The LED bulbs have a significantly longer operating life than fluorescent bulbs at 50,000 hours versus 2,000 hours, and without a ballast to burn, maintenance costs are also reduced. It is estimated that maintenance savings by converting to LED will be approximately $2,000 per year. To date, several areas in the facility have been successfully converted to this new LED lighting technology. The largest area – 2900 sq ft – has resulted in an overall annual savings of:

- (Electricity) 31,500 kWh
- (Green House Gases) 9,418 Kg of CO2
- (Operating Costs) $6,410
And the change resulted in a CO2 emissions reduction of over 70%. In addition, the LED bulbs do not contain any mercury or other hazardous materials. At the end of the bulb’s 50,000-hour life, it can be discarded as regular waste. This will reduce the amount of hazardous waste generated. LED technology also offers other advantages including simplified installation. The total time it takes to convert a fixture is less than 10 minutes. The selected LED bulbs are UL listed to insure safe operation. Feedback from the employees working in the areas already converted has been extremely positive. Lighting measurements, before and after the installation, validate that the LEDs provide the same lighting levels as the fluorescent lights. These LED lights could have also been used in the warehouse but L’Oréal’s engineering team felt that the warehouse posed additional challenges as it has high ceilings and there is no source of natural light. The lack of natural light not only increases the energy use in this area of the facility, but also contributes to a reduction on the morale of warehouse employees. Sun tubes and motion sensors were also installed. The sun tubes in the Warehouse have provided very favorable results. On sunny days and even partially cloudy days, there is sufficient sunlight to completely illuminate the warehouse areas without the need for supplemental electric lighting. To date the facility has installed over 65 of these sun tubes. It is estimated that, collectively, these sun tubes will save:

- 44,000 kWh per year
- 13,000 Kg of CO2 Emissions per year
- $6,500 per year

In addition to the electrical, CO2 and cost savings, the employees working in the warehouse have expressed that the natural light makes them “feel better.” The company’s engineers have estimated that if L’Oréal was to convert the entire facility to a combination of LED lighting and sun tubes it would be able to achieve the following annual reductions:

- 650,000 kWh per year
- 197,000 Kg of CO2 per year
- $92,000 per year in electrical costs

The L’Oréal USA Piscataway facility plans on systematically converting the entire facility to LED lighting over the next 2 years.

In working on projects with high-level green building certification goals, one lesson that gets repeated again and again is the importance of starting the project with clear intentions and a willingness to dialog about goals. We have found that an integrated design process, in which all project participants share ideas, insights and experience, is essential to realizing high-level green goals on conventional budgets. This process needs to start with the original RFQ or RFP to designers and be followed up with one or more “eco-charrettes” that clearly explore key design issues, site constraints and client/owner requirements. Only then should anyone start thinking about specific design decisions.

Jerry Yudelson
Yudelson Associates
www.greenbuildconsult.com
We’ve rolled out a Green Office for Tenants program, which is a free, voluntary program to enhance the sustainable features and operations of indoor office space. Tenants were offered a Green Office scorecard that highlighted strategies they could take to green up their space. And because Hines had gone through the process in all of its own offices worldwide, it made itself available to help tenants along the way. Without any measurement or verification program in place, some naysayers doubted the potential effectiveness of the program. On the contrary, Hines demonstrated that it was the ease of the program, and its low cost, which endeared tenants and encouraged them to participate. Recent research highlighted in The Wall Street Journal indicated that data and metrics are only so persuasive in engendering behavioral change. What really motivates people is what their neighbors are doing. In less than two years more than 700 tenants, representing 32 million square feet, have signed on to the program and earned the Green Office designation.

Jack Beuttell
Hines
www.hines.com

In order to raise guest and employee awareness about climate change in our national parks, Xanterra developed the “For Future Generations” campaign. Central to the initiative was the opening of a retail store dedicated to interpreting climate change in the parks: “For Future Generations: Yellowstone Gifts.” Key to the store was the development of a sustainability scorecard and rating system. Xanterra Parks & Resorts has implemented an aggressive sustainability program at Yellowstone, with an ambitious set of vision goals developed under the direction of noted environmental scientist Hunter Lovins.

Environmentally preferable purchasing (EPP)—to achieve the objectives of waste minimization and diversion, hazardous chemical reduction, energy and water conservation and greenhouse gas emissions reduction—is an integral component of this program. Although our operation possessed an existing EPP policy and guidelines, we had no effective or efficient tool for evaluating the products and services we utilized as information on companies and their products was often lacking and difficult to obtain. In order to make real gains in our program, we needed a comprehensive tool for evaluating our purchases.

To achieve the transparency we sought, we developed our own sustainability index, complete with a visual key and scorecard—the first of its kind in the industry. The system was the result of six months of research and testing, and the first phase was rolled out in the new sustainable store, For Future Generations, in December of 2009.

The index measures the sustainable attributes of both the company and the product. The 16 attributes – or categories – include organic, recycled content, recyclable, rapidly renewable materials, biodegradable, compostable, locally made, made in the USA, made with renewable energy, sustainable packaging, cruelty free, fair trade certified, socially responsible practices, supports non-profit organizations, conventional and other sustainable attribute. In addition to the product attributes and product origination information, the scorecard rates the product’s environmental impact on a scale of
one to 10 with one being the lowest impact and 10 the highest. The scorecards also include additional information about the product’s manufacturer.

We included qualitative data in the index, with a special section dedicated to revealing the location of the product in all steps of the manufacturing process—from materials procurement to distribution. In an additional information section, we placed any disclosures that helped clarify the sustainability of an item or company, such as noting exceptional practices or revealing areas for improvement.

Gathering the information involved sending a six-page survey to each company, which they had to complete for each product sold to our operations in Yellowstone. The company also had to certify that the information was accurate and truthful. Once the surveys were received, Xanterra’s Director of Environmental Affairs rigorously screened each one and followed up with the company for clarification and with additional questions. The information was entered into a database, and once the data was analyzed the scorecards were produced to make the information easily accessible, especially to customers in a retail environment.

After witnessing the success of the scorecards in the retail store, and recognizing the immense benefits the sustainability index provided in improving environmentally sustainable purchasing, we decided to expand the program to include all of our vendors and products at our Yellowstone operation in August of 2010. For images of the scorecards and index, please see page 6 at http://www.yellowstonenationalparklodges.com/UserFiles/File/yellowstone-pdf/ynpenvironmental-initiatives-2010.pdf

As for achievements, the sustainability index and scorecard rating system has achieved three significant outcomes: influencing park visitors to purchase more sustainable products, greening the purchasing practices of our company, and causing our vendors to evaluate their practices in order to become more sustainable.

In terms of increasing sustainable purchasing with park visitors, in the first year of implementation the project has been very successful. Transparency has translated into higher sales, indicating visitors support the new model. Overall sales in the new sustainability store increased 35% over the prior year (before implementation)—leading the entire company in annual growth for a store. More significantly, the average sale increased by 3%, indicating that consumers are choosing the more expensive sustainable items in some cases. For internal purchasing, the rating system has allowed us to make immeasurable gains in our environmentally preferable purchasing program. For the retail department, the results of the surveys caused us to replace some of our products we offered for sale. Our prior reusable water bottle vendor provided a good illustration—they scored very low in terms of sustainable attributes, so we shifted to another “greener” company. In terms of our operational purchases, even in the early stages of implementation the scorecard has proven effective in selecting environmentally preferable products or companies. We are currently working with our purchasing and accounting system to establish better tracking systems for EPP items. Finally, this new sustainability index has provided the impetus for vendors to begin evaluating their business practices given that customers and employees will now have instant access to information about its sustainable merits or detriments. In the initial phase of the project, many of our retail vendors approached us about what changes they would need to make to obtain a better score. For example, we worked with one of our local t-shirt production vendors to make recommendations on how they could improve their environmental management system.

Beth Pratt
Xanterra Parks & Resorts at Yellowstone
www.yellowstonenationalparklodges.com
We used the downtime of 2009 to thoroughly examine our packaging. We noticed that we were not fulfilling the Japanese 3 M’s philosophy of Muri (preventing the overburden of labor), Mura (avoiding inconsistency), and Muda (elimination of waste). The trick was to find a box that eliminated extra space while still getting through the delivery mishandling crux.

Environmentally, a damaged product and all the inputs used to create it (let alone customer’s expectations of receiving the product they purchased) far outweigh the energy used to make a box or extra material. Then the trick was to mimic what worked through hundreds of products sold.

This move saves countless minutes of crumbling paper to fit in holes. Now, we are managing to save on thousands of pounds of corrugated material and space in a truck since we are now able to fit much more on a skid. We use many cost comparable biodegradable bags and even corn foam for responsibly assuring expensive products make it to our customer safely.

We challenged 23 of our key suppliers to join in a “Race to The Top.” Over the long term, the Staples focus is to encourage suppliers to compete in finding new ways to reduce impacts on the planet and increase environmental, economic and social sustainability and remove waste and inefficiency of all types.

Staples’ first step was to task its key suppliers to address environmentally sustainable packaging priorities in the next six months. This will reduce impacts on natural resources by using less, or alternative, packaging materials for products in the company’s delivery and retail businesses as well as for bulk shipments received from suppliers.

As a retailer, more than 90 percent of our environmental footprint relies on our suppliers, so this approach makes sense. Our supply chain is where we have the biggest opportunity to make the greatest impact.

Three months into “Race to The Top,” Staples continues to work collaboratively with its suppliers to achieve sustainability goals. Already, the company has learned important lessons that other businesses can use to ease the implementation of a supply chain sustainability strategy.

These include:

• Create a common language within your business and with suppliers. The terms and concepts must be understood by all constituents. This will help all the various groups to rally behind the plan. Without a common language, confusion will hinder progress.

• Involve, engage and collaborate with others. You can’t do this on your own and in order to succeed, you need to work with others, both internally and externally. Work to get your organization excited and encourage suppliers to take a position on sustainability. Then, channel that excitement to fuel progress.

• Be your own advocate. Work to convince others of the value of sustainability. Illustrate how sustainability is integral to the entire business including serving customer needs, saving money, reducing waste and increasing efficiency.

• Play to your strengths. Rely on the resources and knowledge that are already available to help you build a strong program.

• Develop a clear framework of steps and make sure everyone is aware of those steps.

• Measure your progress. Varied sets of data aren’t conducive to having a common language. Common metrics are needed to compare, contrast and analyze your results.
• Constantly assess and reinforce the progress made and ensure that the team is on the right path to achieving goals.
• Focus on the areas you will have the most tangible results first. This will help others see the business case for sustainability and understand the magnitude of the opportunity.
• Most importantly, get started! Don’t wait for the perfect plan to be in place before you start making a difference.

The healthcare industry is facing increased pressure to contain costs and reduce the environmental footprint of healthcare delivery. One cost-cutting and sustainability initiative that has proven successful for Sisters of Mercy Health hospitals is the use of reprocessed ‘single-use’ medical devices. Mercy and ROi, Mercy’s supply chain division and a leader in healthcare supply chain management, partnered with Ascent, the leading provider of reprocessed and remanufactured devices for the healthcare industry, to develop a solution for optimizing Mercy’s savings potential and environmental impact without sacrificing operational efficiencies. Our team engineered a sustainable supply-chain model that consistently delivers inventory preference, cost savings and waste reduction with little or no changes to Mercy’s normal purchase process.

Not only can Mercy point to bottom-line savings, but our creative supply chain model is good for the environment, too. Today, reprocessing is one of Mercy’s Top 12 Savings Initiatives. At Mercy, we believe reprocessing is the right thing to do. We want to go green and save the environment, and it’s a less expensive alternative. These devices can be remanufactured safely and, of course, patient safety is number one. Sisters of Mercy stands to save $2 million a year and divert 60 tons of waste from landfills every year once all of our 30 hospitals fully implement medical device reprocessing programs, along with other green initiatives.

Mercy’s success shows that reprocessing is a smart supply-chain strategy that can make a big difference for hospitals. In 2009, U.S. hospitals saved hundreds of millions of dollars by using such devices and an estimated 5.3 million pounds of waste was diverted from landfills.

We began our “profitable sustainability initiative” with concerted efforts to address the sustainability impact for transportation activities. By using the appropriate modes (surface versus air) & reducing the number of carriers used, we reduced diesel fuel consumption by the carriers servicing us by $195,150 annually. In addition, annually, this reduced the CO2 emissions by 716 tons, oxides of nitrogen by 18,900 lbs and particulate matter by .32 tons. Then we converted from hard copy freight invoices to electronic, reducing costs by $60,600 annually, and implemented shipping management technology, reducing labor costs for shipping, customer service and accounts payable by $251,000 annually.

Stacy M. Howard, R.N.
Sisters of Mercy Health System and ROI
www.mercy.net

Gary Glisch
LogiServe
www.logiserve.net
AMD, a global leader in designing computing and graphics processors, set about to re-design its packaging for its PIBs, or processors-in-a-box in the past year. The objective was two-fold: we wanted to reduce our box size and material cost, but just as importantly, we wanted to institute sustainability practices into our packaging.

To succeed in this effort, we had to overcome many common misperceptions and perceived “mandates” about packaging, such as: “bigger is better” and “one size fits all.” We opted to challenge the status quo with our suppliers and internal stakeholders by changing their perceptions and convincing them that a re-designed, smaller package could still meet their needs.

Through an innovative package re-design that reduced, eliminated and modified many “old” packaging elements, we met our original goals and more. The new PIB packaging design allowed us to reduce the amount of packaging material, allowed for a higher pallet density and simultaneously reduced shipping weight, improved the packaging security, simplified the opening of the package and reduced cycle time in the supply chain. The PIB packages are now 55 percent lower in volume and 36 percent lower in weight. AMD estimates these changes will save 1,352 metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions annually, which equates to 230 cars being taken off the roadways. We also estimate this will result in annual savings of more than $10 million USD.

Work with your vendors and partners to innovate and find sustainable solutions. Waggener Edstrom Worldwide shared its existing practices and commitment to the environment with OfficeMax and discovered a mutual passion that existed between the two companies. As a result, OfficeMax asked Waggener Edstrom’s Lake Oswego, Oregon office to partner with them to test an alternative way to deliver office supplies. In lieu of cardboard boxes, OfficeMax began delivering Waggener Edstrom’s orders in reusable durable totes. Because of the immediate success of this program, the practice was broadened to Waggener Edstrom’s Seattle office as well as many more of their customers in the Pacific NW. In 2011, OfficeMax plans to continue this program and extend it even more broadly to small and medium sized companies across the country.

Ask not what your suppliers can do for you–ask what you can do for your suppliers. That is, if you want suppliers to disclose their greenhouse gas, energy, or other sustainability impacts, then first understand what managing those issues offers them, and then offer tools, training or other resources to help meet their needs.

Tim Mohin  
AMD  
www.amd.com

Rhian Rotz  
Waggener Edstrom Worldwide  
www.waggeneredstrom.com

Ryan Schuchard  
BSR  
www.bsr.org
Our company has fielded comments and concerns from the public and customers for several years on the carbon footprint of transporting the goods we produce overseas, and that local manufacturers are better suited due to the relative close proximity of their plants.

Well, we enlisted Blue Tree Strategies and the Chemical Engineering department at Seattle University to do a comprehensive carbon footprint. At the end of a very exhaustive study our results and product were certified by the Carbon Trust – only the 3rd such certification for a U.S. Company.

The results clearly showed that the ocean transportation of our goods, the carbon emissions for the transport to the U.S. via water, was the lowest part of the emissions chain. The thousands of miles by sea was even lower than simply loading a truck here and shipping a few hundred miles.

Essentially, it was a “Mythbuster” finding, debunking a commonly held, and seemingly very plausible concern.

As with all manufacturing, no matter if domestic or foreign, we discovered the greatest source for reducing emissions in our production and supply chain was not the logistics transportation part, but right at the production source, in every case. And you cannot sit back on your laurels, you must view your carbon reductions as a “job in progress” which is never ending as new technology and techniques become available and evolve in themselves. A key factor in all this is to motivate your staff and management to embrace the concept, and if they see something or have an idea that might not only be more carbon emission friendly, but cost saving too, you will reap the rewards for a long, long time.

sustainability

Over the last ten years, I’ve noticed that the Japanese have done a much better job of integrating environmental concerns into their daily business and personal lives than we have in the States. Virtually every project has its list of goals, and one of them always addresses eco-concerns. Maybe it’s because they live together so closely, or perhaps they have a good collective memory of events like Minamata or the perpetual smog over Tokyo in the 60s. Or, it might be that they are just thrifty – seeing a connection between environmental awareness and the bottom line.

Richard Seireeni
The Brand Architect Group
www.BrandArchitect.com
By using the science-based tool of life cycle analysis, we’ve uncovered some surprising truths.
1. Where food comes from is less important than how it was produced and transported
   A. Highly processed food and some crops are resource-intensive, no matter where they were
grown and where they are shipped. For example, in North America, tofu has a larger carbon footprint
than most chicken.
   B. All air-freighted food can be characterized as “high carbon.”
   The most efficient way to transport food long distances is on container
ships.
2. Food waste is a bigger part of the equation than most people
   think, packing a double dose of global warming potential
   A. Food waste represents the loss of energy used to produce the
food.
   B. Deposited in a landfill, wasted food is among the few types of organic matter that actually
decomposes. When it does, it releases methane into the atmosphere. Landfills are responsible for one-
third of U.S. methane emissions.

As I look back at the year I’d say our most significant lesson in sustainability stemmed not from
computer simulations or laboratory tests, but from the thousands of discussions we had with the
people who know our green cleaning products the best – dishwashers and chefs, maids and custodians.
Our customers are our front line. Together, those conversations reconfirmed a crucial lesson, that
sustainability is a very large umbrella term that is constantly evolving, and that to succeed in the
sustainability biz, you must constantly redefine what sustainability is. EcoLogic Solutions is a Brooklyn-
based supplier of environmentally preferable cleaning supplies and solutions for the institutional
market, such as restaurants, hospitals, schools, hotels, and office buildings. When our sustainable
products first hit the market, our definition of the word “sustainability” mirrored those in the
dictionaries, with emphasis on minimizing environmental impacts.

Our customers convinced us our definition of sustainability was incomplete. Sustainability means
much more than just offering products that are safe for the environment, they showed us. Our products
are natural, plant-based, and non-toxic. But if they’re too expensive, they’re not sustainable. If they don’t work as well as toxic alternatives,
they’re not sustainable. If our cleaners and disinfectants are not simple to
use and understand, and a janitor ends up using twice the recommended
amount, we can’t consider them to be sustainable. Thanks to the countless
conversations with our customers, we’ve expanded our training and service
programs, improved formulas for a few items, and eliminated products that may be environmentally
safe, but are too expensive in these tough times. The result? Greater use, improved products, increased
satisfaction, and enhanced true sustainability.
About four years ago, Bank of America Merrill Lynch established a team that focuses on financing energy efficiency and renewable energy projects for companies as well as governmental entities. Over that time period, we’ve financed more than 400 projects and evaluated four times that many. That has given the company an informed perspective on best practices related to these projects. Based on the group’s experience, here are three things in particular Bank of America Merrill Lynch recommends to companies and government entities considering undertaking an energy efficiency or renewable energy project:

- Facilities managers and finance people within the organization should be involved with each other up front. Physical plant people may be excited about a potential project only to have the finance people find that there are important financial aspects that were not taken into consideration. By making sure both your plant and your finance people are involved early, you are much more likely to be successful in getting your project implemented and built.
- When planning on utilizing any of the various tax credits or other tax-based incentives, hire legal or consulting professionals with experience qualifying for and modeling tax-based energy incentives. Depending solely on regular staff can be problematic given the complexities of interpreting and executing on specialized tax law, both federal and among various states.
- Work with internal communications and human resources departments to help take advantage of the positive internal employee relations opportunities presented by environmentally friendly projects. One bank client, a community college, turned a 3.5-megawatt solar energy project into a campus-wide celebration and a curriculum enhancement.

Recent procurement initiatives have helped us lower costs while reducing environmental impact:

- Both price and the proportion of renewable energy sources figure into our annual selection of electricity providers. In 2009, 37% of all the electricity purchased by Alcatel-Lucent came from low-carbon sources, nearly 24% more than 2007. Starting next year, part of the electricity needed by our Bell Labs headquarters in Murray Hill, NJ, will be generated by solar panels.
- By updating our leased vehicle catalog, Alcatel-Lucent reduced the average CO2 emissions of its fleet by 10.8% over the past five years, in addition to reducing cost.
- Thanks to employee awareness campaigns such as Let’s Be eco-Friendly, Alcatel-Lucent employees drastically cut down on printing. Total paper consumption decreased 22.7% over the past three years as a result, with about half of the paper purchased from either recycled or environmentally certified (FSC – PEFC) sources.

Patty Calkins
Xerox
www.xerox.com

At Xerox, I learned early on that incorporating green business practices generate cost savings. One tip to keep in mind is to think innovation – how can your green initiatives be a cut above the rest? Also, look into partnerships with suppliers and vendors that reduce waste, energy use and greenhouse gases – this always leads to success.
The Outdoor industry has had a huge collaboration for the past 3 years that has produced an Eco-Index meant to help companies make better environmental products. We have had the participation of over 150 brands working to develop it. The best part of this collaboration is that we have instant acceptance because of all the brands that have been working on it. They are invested so they are more interested in adopting and using it. This is a project that we have had in our sight at Patagonia for many years but never would have been able to do on our own, and with wind industry acceptance, in such a short time frame.

The other topic that I have learned about this year is empowerment. I have been leading two projects here, The Footprint Chronicles and our Green Team, which have allowed employees from different departments to become involved in our environmental initiatives. Through these projects, employees that hadn’t worked on environmental issues in the past have been directly involved in decision-making and training of their colleagues. With the Footprint Chronicles, employees have had to make decisions on how to communicate transparency about our practices. Not an easy task. But this has given them the skills to now bring environmental transparency to their departments and be bold in asking for change. For example, one of our website coordinators that has worked extensively on the Footprint Chronicles was talking to one of their big vendors and was asked what this vendor could do to support Patagonia’s environmental values.

In the past, she would have turned it over to us in the environmental department, but feeling equipped by her experience, she led them into a very robust and bold discussion about what they could do. She asked for much more than I would have been comfortable doing in my environmental position because she owned that relationship and knew how far she could push!

The other success around empowerment has come with our Green Team. This is a group of employees assembled from all different departments. They researched and presented trainings for the whole company on many different office and lifestyle practices that would benefit the environment and did all the work with very little guidance. As the director of this program, I wasn’t in town for 2 of the 3 trainings and wasn’t needed at all for the 3rd. This is a great way to get the message of my department out to all of our colleagues without a lot of extra work for me.

Data centers, because of their typically disproportionate energy consumption, can represent low-hanging fruit for any company looking to reduce their overall energy footprint. Cooling is approximately 30% of a data center’s energy consumption and has lots of room for improvement. Two impactful strategies that we found effective are:

1) raising the set point temperature to 80°, and
2) implementing dynamic management of cooling units.

The first strategy is free with immediate savings. Conventional wisdom has been that set points need to be in the 68-70° range for optimal server operation and longevity. However with current server technology and less than three-year technology refreshes an 80° set point temperature will not impact your server performance and it will save you plenty. Dynamic management of cooling units also provide an opportunity for energy and cost savings. This strategy requires the deployment of wireless temperature sensors at the server racks that provide real-time feedback to a central control system. The control system then determines how much cooling is required to maintain desired inlet temperature at the racks for proper operation of servers, i.e., no hot spots. In the typical, unmanaged scenario all cooling units are running at full load all the time. A dynamic cooling control system moderates the level of cooling and even shuts down units when not required. In our case implementation of the Federspiel

Jill Dumain  
Patagonia, Inc.  
www.patagonia.com
Controls energy management system is estimated to reduce our energy consumption by 112,000 KWH per year with an annual savings of $10,000.

Responsible management of electronic waste, e.g., computers, servers, phones, video conferencing and batteries, is a critical aspect of most corporate sustainability programs. But “asset management” is a tricky industry to navigate for those not familiar with that industry. Not all vendors do what they claim. e-Stewards (www.e-stewards.org) and, more recently, the EPA's Responsible Recycler (www.epa.gov/osw/inforesources/news/2009news/08-r2.htm) certification programs can help companies vet vendors that meet the highest standard of electronic waste management without having to invest in on-site inspections and expert consultants. At a minimum their standards can provide guidelines as to what to look for in a vendor.

When getting started focus your efforts on your biggest impacts. Often people get bogged down in the weeds of their sustainability program trying to address every aspect of sustainability within every organization or department. Start with a high-level, back-of-the-envelope assessment of your sustainability footprint that looks at energy, material and water consumption, and waste and pollution generation. Where you don't have direct metrics you can get an order-of-magnitude-estimate using metrics you do have such as number of employees, square footage, miles driven/flowered, and industry standard conversion factors such as miles per gallon, KWH/sq ft.

For example, early on in our sustainability program we only knew the aggregate number of miles flown by our U.S.-based employees, who represented 75% of our total employees. We used an average carbon emission factor for flights and then extrapolated the estimated carbon footprint for air travel to the other 25% of non-U.S.-based employees. This gave us a rough estimate of our travel-related carbon footprint. Now we get a detailed breakdown of total mileage for short, medium and long flights for 90% of our employee population. And we found that the original estimate was quite accurate.

Once you’ve identified your big-ticket items, where do you have the most control to effect the biggest reductions based on the organizational and operational structure of your company? Areas where you can exact a compelling ROI will get the most support from management. Once your are rolling, focus your efforts on getting more accurate metrics, uncovering existing reduction projects, and identifying opportunities for additional reductions for these target areas.

Sustainability initiatives that are visible to employees, such as recycling, while not always addressing a company’s biggest environmental impact, are important in demonstrating to employees a company’s commitment to sustainability. At our company material consumption associated with our offices is a small component of our overall environmental footprint compared to our energy consumption and electronic waste. However, implementing double-sided printing and providing an office recycling program including batteries and printer cartridges that employees can bring from home makes our sustainability program tangible to our employees. Recycling is also something in which all of our employees can participate which is not the case for some of our other major initiatives.

For Thomson Reuters, our environmental impact arises from our data centers, our office facilities, our printing facility in Eagan, Minnesota and through the activities of our people. While many efficiency programs are owned and managed by business function, we rely on our staff around the world to act as local champions and ambassadors. We achieve this through our network of 75 Green Teams established in locations where we do business.

Through these teams our employees help to promote environmental awareness and sustainable
practices that align with their local circumstances. These teams of staff volunteers address issues of relevance and interest to their location, providing opportunities to learn and take personal action. Green Teams share best practices via a dedicated intranet site equipped with checklists, toolkits, blog discussions, and staff photos.

As our network grows we are identifying and promoting the features of the best performing teams which include the presence of an executive sponsor from the business, a great communications program and focused projects. As we close off each year we gather feedback – both qualitative and quantitative – reporting back to the Teams to celebrate their successes. We then challenge the Teams as they go into the new year to set SMART objectives for the coming year and to report against them.

The City of Hamilton undertook a climate change strategy in 2007 with corporate targets of 10% reductions of 2005 levels by 2012, followed by 20% reductions by 2020 and interim community targets of 10% reductions of 2006 levels by 2012, followed by 20% reductions by 2020. These goals were adopted into Hamilton’s 2008-2011 Corporate Strategic Plan.

In 2008, a Community and Corporate GHG Inventory was undertaken. The inventory suggested that business as usual scenarios would lead to an increase of 2.9% in the community and a 3.2% increase corporate-wide in 2008. An assessment of actions in 2009 revealed community emissions decreased 6.5% in 2008 and corporate emissions decreased by 5.4% in 2009.

The decreases are a result of several programs, policies and services that are delivered corporate-wide and in the community. Examples include the Green Fleet Implementation Plan, the Corporate Energy Policy, Transportation Demand Management, Clean Air Hamilton, methane capture from landfills, biogas capture from wastewater treatment and a Smog Response Plan. Hamilton is moving forward with a Community Climate Change Discussion Paper and community presentations to engage citizens and following up on a Climate Vulnerability Study (2005) to examine climate change adaptation and to identify more opportunities and strengths for continued action.

Three lessons learned for designing and starting to implement a climate program:

1) Scan to see what is already happening – so you’re not reinventing the wheel,

2) Make the linkages between issues and current programs visible – images, charts and text help, and

3) Talk common language with others – you think climate change, you say flooding to engineers or impacted communities – it helps educate and bring awareness on a local level.

Overall lesson -Doom and gloom and end of world scenarios do not help in all cases; look for the positives already being undertaken. Encourage and support those positive programs and visualize the linkages for everyone to leverage more continued action along the path to sustainability.

Julia Fuller
Thomson Reuters
www.thomsonreuters.com/about/corporate_responsibility/environment

Brian Montgomery
City of Hamilton
www.hamilton.ca/climatechange
The FTC’s revised guidelines are an attempt to fix the fundamental inadequacy of green marketing to business engagement with sustainability. Its superficial, product attribute focus is too narrow for the breadth of operation change that sustainability requires. But companies like Timberland, Starbucks, and Ford have begun to develop a new approach. They focus on initiatives to make the company (not just individual products) more sustainable, share extensive data about their results (even when they fall short of goals) and enlist employees, suppliers and even customers as collaborators in tackling problems that transcend the corporate boundaries. Rising consumer expectations that business will play a major role in solving global social and environmental problems mean more firms must abandon a tunnel-vision focus on their products’ “green” benefits, and embrace a more holistic approach.

For a number of years, we have provided support for an annual conference sponsored by one of our clients. Several years ago, we started looking at how to reduce the environmental footprint of the conference. Our first focus was on what we could do internally through conference planning. With the full support of our client, we significantly reduced the volume of paper handed out (we are down to a one page program and wallet-sized program summary card from a conference packet with a folder containing over 25 pages), encouraged recycling, reduced the use of disposables, and purchased recycled content items like badge holders (which we reuse every year). However, we felt that reducing the impact of our conference was small compared to the potential of helping the conference venue and participants reduce their impacts long past the conference.

We have always looked for greener conference hotels but have found that there are actually very few alternatives. So three years ago, we decided to work to “green-up” the conference hotel not just for our conference but their operations into the future. We met with the hotel staff, provided them with a copy of Smart Steps to Sustainability – A Guide to Greening Your Business (a guide we developed for the Environmental Protection Agency that helps businesses, or any organization, develop a systematic plan for becoming more sustainable) and information on environmental resources and programs in their state. The hotel, as a result of our efforts, joined a state voluntary environmental leadership program that has a requirement for members to commit to voluntary environmental projects every year. This year, we are working with the conference hotel to help them conduct a carbon emissions inventory, an important step to reducing emissions.

We also wanted to increase the environmental awareness of the conference participants so that they could reduce their environmental footprint at our conference and in the future. In the past, we tried activities like an environmental pledge for activities at the conference but that seemed to have a limited impact. So last year we created a participant green self-assessment. Participants fill out the checklist at the end of the meeting and receive a score based on areas like transportation, energy, recycling, and food choices. Just taking the survey provides participants with information on how to travel greener. The participant with the greenest score wins a prize (a donation to the charity of their choice). This year we also hope to use the results of the self-assessment to provide feedback to the hotel on what areas participates found easy to use (like in-room recycling containing) and where there are opportunities for greener approaches.
Mike Barry
Marks & Spencer
www.marksandspencer.com

In my time in the sustainability industry I’ve learned that business has an enormous innovative capacity to tackle the environmental and social challenges we face. Here and now in 2010 I believe business can be the galvanizing force for change, demonstrating to governments and consumers that change is not only desirable but possible. However, I’ve also learned that business cannot operate in a vacuum. It needs to be aligned with the democratic mandate that governments bring and the actions of all of us as individual citizens and consumers.

Penny Machinski
West Linn Paper Company
www.westlinnpaper.com

The paper industry is extremely competitive and, in a down economy, we’re convinced that making an effort to expand our FSC-certified product lines and providing consumers with more options and greater access to certified paper has helped to grow our business and strengthen our position in the marketplace.

Whitney Hoover
The New York Palace
www.newyorkpalace.com

I have found that making a company, office building or even a home really “green” goes far beyond recycling and water conservation. While those steps are undeniably critical and provide a solid foundation for sustainable operations, we find that our guests and employees are most enthusiastic when our efforts build teams, strengthen relationships and foster ownership.

We were the first hotel in New York to partner with Clean the World, a non-profit organization that collects gently used soaps and bottled amenities from guest rooms to be sterilized and sent to countries in desperate need of basic sanitary supplies. As a result of our involvement, we have not only diverted more than two tons of waste from the landfill to date, but we have also provided more than 3,500 children in Haiti with enough soap for an entire month.

In an effort to promote a healthy diet while at the same time supporting our local farmers, we invited a nearby farm to set up a produce market in our employee cafeteria on a monthly basis during the spring, summer and fall seasons.

How do we get rid of polystyrene plaguing food courts across the country? When we look at shopping malls in the downtown or business district of any major Canadian city, they are usually attached to one or more office towers. These office towers could each have upwards of 2,500 people who work there, increasing the population of the 2 or 3 block radius they occupy by thousands of people between Monday and Friday. These “cities within cities” are usually operated by large property management and development firms and have environmental policies in place.

I would email the appropriate person at an office tower and send them some information on my firm and our sugarcane bagasse disposables. This more often than not generated a return email and a dialogue was started.

I worked with key personnel from the property management firms to identify which operators were still using polystyrene, and how much of it they were going through on a monthly basis. This audit was crucial in order to learn at what price point these operators would be purchasing. Then the next step was to provide these operators with sample product so they could see how the eco-friendly option worked in comparison to the polystyrene they were using.

While all this was going on, we also submitted an article to their internal newsletter, as well as addressed the merchants at one of their monthly meetings in order to field their questions and get
them into a receptive mood to make the switch. What it boiled down to was educating the foodservice operator to the fact that consumers want green packaging, if they have to have any packaging at all, and they are willing to pay a little extra to have their food served to them in a compostable container. It seems that once they acknowledge these 2 key points, they can’t wait to rid their operations of polystyrene.

workplace

**Becoming a more sustainable company** and using fewer resources internally often means changing behavior. We’ve found that one of the most effective tools is from the ground-up: when the change comes from employees themselves. In 2010, one manager challenged his team – and then his entire floor – to reduce paper use. He held a salon inviting team-members to present, netting more than 30 resource-saving ideas, and placed green plants with paper reduction reminders near printers. The result? After two quarters, paper orders in this unit had dropped 84%.

**Nancy Shaw**
Blue Shield of California
www.blueshieldca.com/socialresponsibility

**The profile for Sustainability Officer has changed.** He or she is no longer the most “environmental” team member [EHS, env. engineer, env. counsel], but now more likely the smartest strategist in the room who can also lead and influence. Charisma and political capital of the executive sponsor is hugely important, for better or worse. We find that technical and “scientific” sustainability competency [i.e. being an LCA expert] is becoming less important, and viewed as a function that can be brought on in a contract or consulting capacity.

Newly-created roles are rarely being titled CSO, but typically more Manager/Director-level; this is especially so in highly-conservative, mid-market organizations that still view sustainability as a political hot button issue, continue to associate “green” with “liberal,” and have not yet seen the solid ROI that comes along with sustainability initiatives.

Compensation is all over the place, but we have found that companies are willing to pay somewhere in the 20-30% above-market range for even very junior sustainability leaders. Classic supply and demand, we suppose.
With respect to implementation of a corporate-wide sustainability program, we recognize that champions have to exist at many levels in the organization. Since many sustainability initiatives seem to falter at the middle manager level, we are committed to developing an approach that guards against this. Middle managers are simply overwhelmed with competing tasks. We are currently in the midst of developing an incentivized system to ensure implementation of the overall program as well as its associated reduction goals. Over the next year we will be working closely with management at all levels to balance the carrot and the stick approach (with the hope of leaning more heavily on the carrot) to ensure the success of this program.

I knew that reducing our waste would make enough of an impact on the environment and the bottom line. Eliminating the usual garbage cans at all workstations and replacing them with a much smaller waste bin that holds approximately 2 cups of waste would encourage people to not only produce less waste, but also recycle. This would be a simple straightforward change, I first thought, but I soon discovered this small change would cause a big wave of discussion and debate.

With the help of our passionate Green Team associates, we decided to roll this project out during Waste Reduction Week in Oct 2010. We provided bins in the break rooms that would allow for a central area to segregate recyclables, organics and general waste. The Green Team also posted information on the types of acceptable items that are allowed in the different bins. Lastly, we took away all existing workstation garbage bins and introduced the significantly smaller replacement. The intent was to raise awareness that almost all of what we normally may be putting in the garbage really could be deposited in the organics or recyclable bins. Thus reducing the amount of waste we send to the landfill by almost 50%. This initiative of waste reduction and maximizing our recyclables would have a positive and long lasting effect on the environment.

For the most part, people were receptive to trying to adjust to this change. They made the effort to get up and drop off their recyclables and organics / food waste in the break rooms. Some folks were not so convinced that this small change was for the best. After many one-to-one talks with some of these concerned individuals, it was realized that really whenever one is leaving their desk (i.e. going to the photocopier, printer, fax or to the washroom, etc ) they could drop off their organic or recyclables at the nearby break room. To be sure we were making progress, the Green team conducted waste surveys within the building after a few weeks. We were pleasantly surprised that almost all interviewed had said it did take some time but now they are used to the small bins. They now realize their waste output has diminished significantly because of the use of the other bins (organics and recyclables).

Two lessons learned from this are really quite simple.
First, upper management support and buy-in is critical to help drive alignment and lead by example. People need to see change implemented from the top.

Second, employee engagement is essential to “making it work.” By listening to employees about their concerns and making their voices heard we were able to resolve their issues with the program and “make it work.” It took some time, flexibility and patience for change to come about but it did come and now there’s no looking back. The large garbage cans are a thing of the past.

In addition to this, we were recently advised that one of our customers learned about our transition to the small waste bins and observed it as a best practice... resulting in them wanting to rollout nationally the same idea! It’s rewarding to know our small change to help the environment also inspired someone else to go down the same path!
In order to engage our entire corporation in our new sustainability program, our CEO launched “The Chief Executive’s Award for Innovation in Sustainability.” While our company has had many internal award programs in the past, this is the first one to encompass the entire international corporation and to be sponsored by the CEO himself.

The award is a new initiative, supported by the corporate sustainability council, which is designed to recognize our achievements in this critical area for our business and for society as a whole.

Sustainability is a core component of our corporate vision and we’re encouraged by the extent to which we’re already embracing the principles of sustainable development and making real changes in the way we work and the products that we’re developing to make a positive long-term impact.

For the purpose of this award, we’re considering three different aspects of Innovation in Sustainability:

- Products and applications,
- Processes (e.g. energy, waste or emission reductions), and
- Outreach and community programs.

The objective of the award is to recognize and celebrate innovation in sustainability and reinforce its importance throughout the organization in order to promote continuous improvement.

In 2008 we changed our temperature set-points in our headquarters building in Albany NY. We called this “5-up, 5-down.” Our headquarters is a 13-year old, 180,000 sq ft building that was not built to green standards, but has decreased expenditure on energy every year it has been in operation, mainly due to an inventive and attentive building management team. 5-up 5-down was just another step in properly managing energy use and costs.

We went from 73 degrees year-round to allowing the temperature to float as high as 78 degrees in the summer and as low as 68 degrees in the winter. The important part is the “float” because we need to allow the building to respond to what nature is doing, and we also need to educate our staff to broaden their comfort ranges. To engage the staff, we invested the first year’s savings (about $10,000) in fleece vests and long sleeve fleece jackets with the DASNY logo on them. The key, in my opinion, to any success is to recognize that people need to be included in the puzzle. We gave out the fleeces, and also changed the dress code for the Authority, encouraging people to dress for the seasons “as your mom taught you to do.” We now allow staff to dress in light dresses (no spaghetti straps) and capri pants and to forego neckties in the summer, and we encourage sweaters in the winter. It would have been extremely foolish to change the setpoints without addressing this people part of the problem – the dress code.

Another interesting aspect of the people part of this: we changed the setpoints and did not announce it. No complaints at all. Two weeks later we announced the setpoint float and the dress code change, and building management started then to receive some complaints about comfort issues! So – our savings is about $10,000 a year (which changes, of course, based on energy prices), we have reduced our carbon footprint, expressed respect and care for taxpayer dollars and we did this keeping the staff fully in mind, engaging them as part of the solution and reinforcing their pivotal role in greening New York state government.

Jodi Smits Anderson
Dormitory Authority State of New York
www.dasny.org
SUSTAINABILITY, noun \sə-stā-nə-bi-lə-tē\ : TO CONDUCT BUSINESS IN A MANNER THAT IS ENVIRONMENTALLY, Socially AND ECONOMICALLY ENDURING.

Make an Impact is a proven model for engaging a company’s most valued assets – its employees and customers – by empowering them to live and work more sustainably.

This innovative collaboration with like-minded companies and the Pew Center on Global Climate Change has reached more than 400,000 employees in the US and around the world.

Individually we can make a difference... but together we can Make an Impact.

“Make an Impact is a proven model for engaging a company’s most valued assets – its employees and customers – by empowering them to live and work more sustainably.

This innovative collaboration with like-minded companies and the Pew Center on Global Climate Change has reached more than 400,000 employees in the US and around the world.

Individually we can make a difference... but together we can Make an Impact.

We know that engaging our employees and our customers is critical to our efforts to be a truly sustainable company.

– Wayne Leonard, Chairman and CEO, Entergy, Corp

Climate change is the most critical sustainability issue of our time and to make a real difference we all need to take action – on all fronts and at all levels, individually and together.

– Klaus Kleinfeld, Chairman and CEO, Alcoa

Even if it’s something small – like replacing a few incandescent light bulbs with more energy efficient lighting – we can all be part of the low-carbon solution.

– Brian Moynihan, President and CEO, Bank of America

TO LEARN HOW YOUR ORGANIZATION CAN MAKE AN IMPACT, VISIT HTTP://ABOUTMAI.PEWCLIMATE.ORG
Increasingly, environmental professionals are required to be a “jack of all trades” in terms of relaying their message to the business and the wider community. It is no longer enough to have the technical skills, and the skills necessary are broader in the analytical and communicative sense amongst others.

Environmental messages within the business often need to, where possible, manifest themselves in the language of finance. It is understood that this is not always possible. Elements of the environment and the services provided are difficult to price and are often priceless in the very truest of senses, however where possible the message needs to be the language that most businesses understand and that is one of profit and loss.

As an example, environmental professionals cannot talk about a 15% reduction in carbon emissions to senior management but must frame the story in a manner that is understood: “$5 decrease in the production cost of a...” This is the language that is understood and is how the message is best communicated at this level.

Outside of the business the message often reverts back to the benefits of the change to the environment, sustainability, etc. Businesses clearly do not want to be seen publicly as making changes to their business function only due to the value of the mighty dollar. Here environmental professionals again need to able to translate that financial benefit into a tangible environmental outcome that a company can gain kudos, customers, leverage and publicity from.

The modern day environmental professional requires a range of skills including interpretation of financials, ability to engage the public, executives and staff, public speaking skills, media management, technical knowhow and an ability to blend all of this information into something tangible. I believe moving forward that environmental professionals will no longer come from broader science-based programs but from varied backgrounds.

We began a monthly e-mail giving tips on recycling and reduction ideas at work and at home, we have had earth day events at several of our facilities, we put out speaking points for supervisors to discuss with their direct employees, and we installed bulletin boards in each facility describing the company’s initiatives and our progress. We felt that we were moving in the right direction and then reality hit.

An external auditor was in a couple of our factories and asked a few employees about the bulletin boards (which are 4 X 8 boards placed near employee entrances). Employees said they never looked at them. Since then we have asked other employees and received similar responses. One suggestion was that we put a newsletter with the checks. That idea was quickly shelved as we thought of the poor impression that would be made by using paper to discuss our environmental initiatives.

What did we learn? Changing to a culture of environmental awareness takes longer than 12 months and more than just providing the information. The old saying you can lead a horse to water, but can’t make him drink, comes to mind.

If a company creates a Green Team and then de-emphasizes its importance over time, the group looses credibility and power so that nothing can be implemented.
In an effort to engage our entire division in the strategic process for sustainability, we conducted a Zoomerang survey. But it was not your ordinary survey.

Each page began with a short educational piece and then at the bottom were related radio-button and open-ended questions related to the topic above; eleven pages in total. Topics covered included an introduction to our commitment to sustainability, impacts in our market segments, and a review of what we are currently doing to improve those impacts. Associates completing the survey were asked to provide their personal feedback on what was necessary for us to be successful and how they were actively contributing to that success.

The survey was distributed to every individual, globally, that ultimately reported up to the division president. And while participation was voluntary, many sites returned 100% completion rates; overall we had greater than 71% of associates across our global network complete the survey. The respondent’s comments voiced overwhelming support for the strategy and their personal interest in ongoing active participation. Through creative use of the survey tool, we were able to engage one of our key stakeholder groups providing them insight into our strategy while ensuring a consistent simultaneous introduction to sustainability.

Next steps include incorporation of feedback into the 2011 updated strategy and development of targeted region- and business-specific follow-up training and education that builds upon the common baseline from the survey.

In an effort to move our sustainability program from a grass roots effort to a corporate initiative, we conducted a sustainability fair that included presentations, poster sessions and workshops.

Purpose of the sustainability fair:
• Build awareness
• Share the vision
• Re-think business strategy, methods, products and services
• Engage people’s values
• Empower the players

Anticipated outcomes: To increase the awareness of sustainability activities at IDEXX. Educate and promote the use of the triple bottom line philosophy. Foster a culture of involvement and continuous improvement related to sustainability.

The event included both internal teams presenting their sustainability efforts along with some of our key business partners. These included sustainability efforts in carbon footprinting, energy efficiency and conservation, MRO, research and development, manufacturing, green cleaning, dining services, etc. We planned the logistics in line with best practices for “green events,” including electronic voting for “best in show.” The top three presentations received public recognition from leadership along with donations made on behalf of the winners to local charitable organizations.

We also used this event to roll out our sustainability intranet community page that provides resources for our internal community on how they can incorporate sustainability into their day-to-day work and home life. The event was a huge success and has in turn been a catalyst for the creation of a sustainability leadership team.
Sometimes the most effective way to motivate people to act is to put them in competition with their peers. Park and Company, a full-service advertising agency in Phoenix, Arizona successfully employed peer pressure to change behavior. Derrick Mains, CEO of GreenNurture, described how every employee was given only one ream of paper each year. Those who ran out had to plead their case in front of their fellow employees in order to obtain another ream. The program succeeded in saving money and increasing consciousness about conserving resources. Derrick said that no one wanted to be the one who had failed the organization! This approach was viewed as a fun, yet serious game that everyone wanted to play.

Sometimes it is the simple stuff that works best, i.e. providing clear information about targeted actions or enabling behavior by making it convenient to act. Other times the effort is a little more strenuous, i.e. changing an organizational culture to support sustainability. Nevertheless, let us all commit to making 2011 the year of acting in order to make our sustainability visions come alive.

design & innovation

In 2009, Honest Tea lightweighted its plastic bottle by 22%, marking the single largest improvement we have ever taken in terms of reducing our environmental impact. Given the scale of the improvement, we were taken by surprise when the new design provoked a negative response from our consumers.

Over the previous two years we had been working hard with bottle suppliers to find ways to decrease the weight of our plastic (Polyethylene terephthalate or PET) bottle. Such a move had the potential to reduce our consumption of PET resin by up to 1 million pounds on an annual basis. Another advantage of a lighter bottle is that it takes less fuel to ship (before and after filling). And, of course, we would save money as well because the price of the bottles is directly tied to the amount of resin in the bottle.

It turned out that consumers thought that the new bottle shape was a deceptive way to sell them more air.

A typical e-mail that we received from a customer named John reads:
I just bought a bottle of Orange Mango, and was amazed that the bottle is so deceptively designed. The bottom of the bottle has been designed with a hollow to displace fluid, making it appear that the customer is buying more than is the case. Yes it’s 16.9 ounces, but I’m sure your marketing dept has determined that purchases are based on visual impressions. I have bought your product regularly, but will stop with a name like Honest Tea, I would expect more than these types of cheap tricks!

Seth’s co-founder and Honest Tea’s Board Chairman, Barry Nalebuff, responded with this note:
Dear John,
Many thanks for writing, for your honest critique and your longstanding support. We recently switched to a thinner bottle, one which is 22 percent lighter. This saves us money.
and saves the world resources. The only problem is that the thinner bottle had the risk of getting dented. In fact, this was a real problem that forced us to redesign the bottle. To help keep its shape, the inside must be under pressure. When the bottle is filled with hot tea, the liquid expands and the plug on the bottom pops out. (If you squeeze real hard, you can make this happen.) Then as the tea cools, the plug pops back in and creates the pressure on the inside that prevents the bottles from being damaged. The thinner plastic means we needed more pressure and hence the bigger plug. There really is 16.9 ounces inside and we aren’t trying to pull a fast one. But I can see how you could get confused or could think that we are trying to be deceptive. We need to do a better job explaining why the bottle has this design. In the next label run we plan to say something to explain this to our customers. I hope that makes you feel that you can still trust us and will stick with us.

Honestly yours, Barry.

Once we explained the physics of the bottle, John’s response was quite different:

Thanks for that explanation. I feel I may have jumped to conclusions, but I’m glad I wrote and didn’t just abandon you guys! The physics behind the design solution are actually very interesting. Thank you for taking the time to answer my concerns.

I’m glad to hear what it was all about. I will continue to support Honest Tea!

We know that most consumers didn’t take the time to write us, and hope we didn’t lose too many customers because we took a major step forward for sustainability but didn’t explain what we were doing. The lesson here – don’t be afraid to “over-communicate.” Just because we knew what we were doing and why, didn’t mean that our consumers would understand – especially when confronted by a radically-different appearing bottle of Honest Tea. Early next year we will be launching a revised design that maintains the lighter package weight but loses the funky dome.

We strive to continuously have fresh and exciting new designs for our customers. One of the great ways that we have discovered to do this is to crowd-source new designs by hosting online design contests. In 2010, we hosted two contests. In the first contest, we asked a panel of judges to select 10 finalists from dozens of entries. Then we posted the finalists’ designs on our website for online voting. At the end of the voting period, the three designs with the most votes won prizes and their designs were printed on PeopleTowels and sold on our website and at retail. It was our assumption that the most popular designs would be the best selling. What we discovered was that those individuals who had the largest online communities, not necessarily the best designs, could win.

Reflecting on this, we modified the rules in the second contest. We included both Popular Choice determined by the most online votes and a Judge’s Choice prize based on design originality, creativity and theme appropriateness. We also engaged our Facebook fans in the selection of one of the finalists. We learned that it is critical to align intended outcomes with the rules and selection process. We also learned the true power of creating and leveraging an extensive online community to expand business.
Earlier this year, we completed a six-week pilot project that – for the first time – proved our used paper cups can be recycled into new paper cups. To make this happen, we collaborated with International Paper, our largest cup supplier, and Mississippi River Pulp LLC, the company that produces post-consumer recycled fiber (PCF) for our paper cups. While the PCF for our current paper cups is made from office paper, the PCF used for the pilot project contains used cup material.

This advancement brought us one step closer to our goal of ensuring that 100% of our cups are reusable or recyclable by 2015. By “recyclable,” we’re not just talking about the cup design, but the ability for local communities to collect, haul and process our cups for recycling. We want customers to be able to recycle single-use cups in our stores, in their homes and workplaces, and in public spaces.

Beyond demonstrating the ability to recycle our used cups into new cups, this project reinforced the importance of collaborating with stakeholders across our value chain.

In 2010, Motorola Mobility celebrated a significant milestone on its journey to sustainability excellence with the launch of its fourth and fifth mobile phones containing recycled plastic. The material, which is made from used water cooler bottles, takes 20 percent less energy to make than virgin plastic, saves thousands of used bottles from going to landfill and creates a market for waste materials. The achievement was the result of our straight-forward approach to green design: look for ways to make products greener, right across the entire lifecycle. We analyze impacts from the moment a device is made, through to the end of its life, and then work out the changes that will make the most difference. Our analysis of lifecycle carbon emissions showed that most of the footprint of a mobile phone is from manufacturing. That means that by using less energy intensive materials, such as recycled plastic, it is possible to slash lifecycle impacts.

The elimination of wire ties from packaging, instead using innovative, sustainable materials like paper rattan, is good for the environment, and good news for consumers.

Corrugated cardboard is Nike’s single-largest material purchase. The shoebox and its shipping carton account for half of Nike packaging. So to reduce packaging waste, we took a fresh look at the shoebox.

We came up with various alternatives to the traditional shoe box in order to reduce materials used, thereby reducing weight and cost in shipping. But examining this solution through a wider lens, we realized many ultimately had a negative overall impact. Consumers anywhere in the world can recycle corrugated shoeboxes. In most markets, however, most of the materials in the innovative designs would not be recyclable. Rather than settle for the win in reduction only, we realized the loop was not closed. Without a universal means of recycling, this was a net addition to waste, not a reduction.

So we went back to the drawing board, with the box’s full lifecycle in perspective. We started again, focusing on ways to reduce weight and materials. We developed a shoe box that is anticipated to use 30 percent less material than a 1995 vintage box, our first 100-percent recycled-content box.
Nike will begin using these shoe boxes in 2011, saving the equivalent of 200,000 trees annually. The reengineered shoe box is fully recycled and recyclable, lighter weight and stronger. The weight reductions translate to reductions in greenhouse gas and overall embedded energy. Nike launched the box on Earth Day 2009 with the introduction of Steve Nash’s Nike Zoom MVP Trash Talk. The box held a classic hoop shoe designed for performance and using scrap materials.

We have also applied this thinking to shipping cartons. The new lightweight shoe boxes will be shipped in cartons that are nearly 20 percent lighter than their predecessors.

We anticipate the new footwear and shipping boxes will be released throughout Nike brand by FY11 and will translate to an annual savings of nearly 12,000 metric tons of cardboard or the equivalent of 200,000 trees annually.

We are exploring other reductions: changing shoe box sizes to better fit the shoes they hold, reducing wrapping tissue and reducing other packaging such as poly bags used for samples.

The pouch concept may be viable in the future, so we are keeping the idea on hold. Someday, as material availability and recycling systems improve, the shoebox may be a thing of the past.

Renewable energy technologies are based on subsidies and connections, not science. The status quo trumps innovation. For serious energy concepts, the era of the non-affiliated inventor is past. US energy policy fosters little in the way of serious renewable energy innovation.

The advice from venture capitalists and intellectual property attorneys: do not go to university or DOE labs for research help. You will not get it. Since they did not invent your technology, it cannot possibly work. At US universities, scientific research grants fund professors’ salaries, English Literature departments and the sports program. Universities have the resources to research, develop, patent, and commercialize innovation. You do not. You are their competition and they will eat you alive if you let them.

Protect your intellectual property first. If you do not know enough to write and file an enabled patent for your work before you talk to others: do not talk to others. Find venture capital financing. If this does not work for you, give your IP away – or walk away.

As part of our ongoing effort to engage eBay’s 90M buyers and sellers around sustainable commerce, in late 2010 we launched the eBay Box – an idea born from a group of employees to develop a durable box that can be used over and over from seller to buyer to seller. To engage those using the box and provide data on the environmental benefits of reuse, we allowed users to track their boxes online. This pilot program is an example of what can happen when employees are empowered to innovate. However, we encountered overwhelming interest and demand for the boxes from our community – and only a limited number of boxes were printed for the pilot. We were faced with the dilemma of engaging a community of 250,000 eBay Green Team members around a program that only a fraction had the opportunity to participate in. Our solution? eBay Box Stories. An interactive community hub on the eBay Green Team website that encourages those who received boxes to share their own eBay Box story via short online videos, and an opportunity for those who hadn’t to follow and experience the results of the program.
The most common desire we have heard in the last year in the area of sustainable product design has been for tools that support sustainable decision making. In developing these tools, it has become clear that designing for the environment cannot be done in a vacuum; all of the traditional engineering considerations must be accounted for in parallel. One cannot design for low carbon footprint or reduced water use without also considering function, aesthetics, ergonomics, and, of course, cost.

The business commitment to seeking profitable solutions to market problems has led to some of the most compelling innovations in history. However, among the companies that have existing sustainability programs, there is generally an absence of innovation within the programs themselves. The early adopters (Wal-Mart, GE, BP, etc) have tended to focus on one or two significant though far from comprehensive areas. For Wal-Mart, it was supply chain and convenient access to energy efficient light bulbs (at a volume-discounted price level). For GE, it was the branding and messaging. For BP, it was new product development (i.e. renewable fuel sources) combined with great marketing but clearly not operational efficiency or risk management. Other companies with sustainability programs in place have generally followed in the footsteps of the early adopters. These programs tend to focus on a narrow subset of issues such as energy conservation or materials reduction with the goals of incrementally reduced costs, brand enhancement, and employee recruiting and retention.

Let’s take a look at the internal workings that led to this lack of innovation:
A feel-good energy-conservation project looks great on a company website (but has little impact on a balance sheet). Without potential for major balance sheet impact, the best and brightest minds within the company simply aren’t likely to be attracted or assigned to these projects. Instead, that nice guy Bob down the hall gets assigned. You know Bob—everyone likes him, but no one quite knows what he does. In contrast to Bob, everyone knows that Sarah was the engine behind the new product line that’s seeing 20% year-over-year revenue growth. And you better believe that when James slashed costs by 34%, it was announced to the press.

But the CEO would never dream of having Sarah or James take over the environmental projects. In his mind, that would be like sending General Patton to guard the Canadian border.

Not to mention that Sarah and James would probably be offended by a low-impact environmental assignment and would soon start looking for high-impact positions at other companies.

And so Bob continues to lead the nice, feel-good projects and the leading innovators in the company continue to ignore the untapped value within business-led environmental solutions.
And nobody ever figures out that the company missed the most significant value-creation opportunity of the decade.

In order to first contextualize environmental issues as market problems and then develop market solutions, we must create integrated, game-changing sustainability programs that require the kind of high-speed innovation that ignites the imagination and passion of the company’s most high-achieving executives. We need people comfortable with speaking to boards and CEOs, people who will be constantly analyzing ROI calculations and comfortably leading investment debates.

We need people who know what it takes to design, build, deliver and market a product successfully. And we need people who can implement highly effective communication and marketing campaigns to ensure that all this innovation gets monetized as revenue, profit and share price.

**How do you create buy-in** when shifting a corporate culture to be more “green?” Simply defining the “green” practices for the company, and then rolling out a mandate to be followed, will not produce many followers; even if it is the “right” thing to do. The following steps help to gain the support when attempting to change culture.

Step 1: Benchmarking – Define what sustainable practices occur in your company today. It is important to know where you are starting to gauge success and to quantify results for employee gratification and marketing.

Step 2: Define your goal – Define a clear sustainable goal that aligns with your corporate vision.

Step 3: Make a plan – Ask yourself what changes should the company make to align with its sustainable goal? For example – paper recycling, jobsite recycling, more energy efficient offices, calculating the company’s greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory and setting reduction goals, etc.

Step 4: Outline the steps to achieve the plan – Assess each action item and create a plan to implement it in your company. There may be multiple plans for the same goal, depending on where it will be executed in the company.

Step 5: Create buy-in (This step is critical. Without it... success will be limited.) – People like to be part of the process, and doing so creates buy-in. Start creating buy-in by conducting brainstorming sessions with key groups in the company. Go into each brainstorming session with the steps, tools and processes for the participants to implement the goals defined in steps 1 – 4. You will discover, at each brainstorming session, approximately 75% of the ideas are similar. This means you will be able to work with the group to begin immediate implementation of “their” ideas; keeping them bought into the process. Once you have prioritized their ideas keep the momentum going by sharing the steps to implement their sustainable goals. You may find it works best if you set up certain services.

Step 6: Follow up – Make sure to follow up with employees in the company to find out how they are doing and if they need any assistance.

After working for years in the sustainability field, sitting on working groups to develop standards, I’ve learned that it all comes down to collaborations. You can’t have sustainability without collaboration.

**Andrea Wright**
Barton Malow Company
www.bartonmalow.com

**Rob Sinclair**
Conscious Brands
www.consciousbrands.com
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Financing is often overlooked in discussions about environmental infrastructure and the green economy. In my 30 years working on environmental issues, I continue to be surprised that environmental and energy policy experts and entrepreneurs pursuing green businesses rarely connect early-on with the bankers and others whose financial resources will determine project success or failure. Even in a challenging economy, money is available for sound projects.

With sustainability and clean or green operations, it often boils down to lean operating principles, which have been around for over 100 years. Anytime you have a manufacturing process, we must recall that the waste that results from that process was at one time a raw material. The manufacturer paid for that raw material, so even if its form has changed, why would you just throw it away? Those are dollars straight out the door. If you’re able to eliminate the excess material from the beginning, however, you save on raw materials, superfluous manufacturing and, thus, emissions. You also save on landfill space or the energy necessary for the process of recycling it. It’s an efficient solution with an extremely compelling business case to support it. Any savvy, cost-conscientious company should be focusing on the development of such sustainable business practices.

It is clear from our perspective that sustainable business practices are being incorporated and strategically integrated into companies of all sizes around the globe. We continue to see the standard for performance expand and become more prescriptive. As a result, firms focused on longer-term sustainability are moving well beyond compliance and addressing the need for both qualitative and quantitative progress across the spectrum of Corporate Social Responsibility. A key component to success requires understanding not only the requirements, but further, the uniqueness of a specific company and their vision for the way forward. Every firm is finding they are somewhere along the continuum of defining and truly understanding their greatest impacts, opportunities and approaches to operating efficiently, and acting with care.

As an information systems solution provider to global manufacturing companies, we have discovered that there remains a gap in understanding about sustainability initiatives – they are not only “the right thing to do,” but are also “the smart thing to do,” especially at the manufacturing plant level. At a plant, sustainability initiatives are often perceived as a good intention but potentially costly, with little IRR or positive impact to a local plant’s operating budget.

It is no surprise that manufacturing plants are asking “what’s in it for me?” We see some being pushed to comply with corporate initiatives through reporting-only solutions, where information is shared upward, but little if any intelligence is delivered to those operating on the shop floor to alter...
process and change course in real-time. In some cases, those responsible for reporting on those sustainability initiatives at the plant level, spend more time manually chasing down the data before they enter it into online reporting software, and all well after the fact. These provide no real value to that manufacturing location and instead strengthen their perception of sustainability as a cost.

Those that do see business value in managing sustainability KPIs at the plant level (not just comply with them) can also get trapped into believing they need to invest in costly infrastructure like multiple sub-meters or specially designed systems to better monitor energy or water consumption, as an example. Few recognize that in many cases, the machine data they already collect in their existing manufacturing or production system can be translated into consumption numbers for further analysis, allowing them to begin monitoring that consumption, without the need to invest in hardware to do it.

The challenge exists not only from the bottom-up, but also from the top-down. Communicating the value of sustainability, and having those practices embedded into the plant operations, is a big hurdle to attack from the corporate office. While sustainability is understood as part of the organization’s culture at some companies we work with, in others the corporate sustainability personnel are challenged with identifying and then communicating that local value, in manufacturing terms. In an economy that is still trying to rebound, good intentions get lost during survival mode, especially when plants are required to also reduce or maintain operating costs. We find ourselves helping to fill that gap and providing companies that connection between corporate intention and factory floor realization, usually leveraging the data intelligence that is already there, waiting to be uncovered.

**We’ve learned that in using a combination of positive psychology, viral learning and communications strategies, and fun and refreshing creative tools, sustainability could become deeply relevant and meaningful to millions of employees while contributing to quantifiable and significant business value.** And while this key piece of the equation has in the past not received the same degree of attention from the media as perhaps some lofty packaging goals, energy reduction strategies, or consumer-facing campaigns (though the work we did for Walmart and their 1.5 million employees through our Personal Sustainability Project – “PSP” – generated a tremendous amount of positive acclaim) it is without question, the next great frontier in sustainability. It is also much more than just about distributed problem solving and accelerating progress towards achieving challenging sustainability goals, though that in and of itself is reason enough to invest in building a sustainable organization from top to bottom. Through testing, scaling, and making plenty of errors along the way, engagement firms like ours – as well as a growing body of academics – are proving that sustainability is a framework for catalyzing individual happiness, driving employee engagement, spurring innovation, and fostering healthy behaviors on a massive scale. And, not surprisingly, given the mass infusion of Millennials in the workforce, it has also become a key piece in the talent acquisition and retention strategies of many Fortune 500 companies. Millennials want to work for sustainable companies. 2011 will be the year in which the corporate world take a closer look inward and discovers that both company and employees have so much to gain when every individual has the opportunity to be an active participant – rather than just a spectator – in building a sustainable future.
Our research in the sustainability space in manufacturing shows that Best-in-Class have been able to consistently gain benefits by reducing their energy and emissions across manufacturing operations by 13% and 12% respectively and are also able to overachieve their targets for these goals. The key for these leaders have been their focus on enabling visibility into these key initiatives. Providing drill down information into key data points such as water, air, gas, energy and steam among others, to appropriate decision makers is the place to start. Doing that alone and making people accountable will help companies gain low hanging benefits. Once companies enable visibility, they have to establish processes to use this visibility to optimize their manufacturing processes, such as maintenance and production. This will allow companies to scale those early wins and realize long term operational and business value.

Show that you are serious about your CSR Policy by publishing it onto your website so it’s accessible for all stakeholders to view. Provide monthly or quarterly results to your staff about the successes and failures of your CSR Policy with initiatives to improve results. Have transparent results: before making statements about CSR results, your business must be prepared to have authentic and accurate answers and provide proof points as evidence. CSR policies have become a requirement in business and a good CSR Plan will help businesses set and achieve sustainable goals. You shouldn’t be cautious about CSR policies; good sustainability claims are about being honest and not about being perfect. Effective CSR improves the feel good factor for your staff and your clients. For staff you can improve engagement and encourage development with non financial rewards and your clients will be even prouder to associate themselves with your sustainable brand.

In 2010, we established a new set of long-term environmental goals to guide strategy for the next 20 years. Goals for 2020 and 2030 have been set for CO2 intensity, energy intensity, fresh water use intensity and waste elimination as well as a number of industry-specific issues. Each business is required to establish three-year plans designed to achieve progress toward the 2020/2030 goals and Alcoa’s executive leadership team evaluates progress during in-depth quarterly business reviews. The Company also has included incremental reduction of CO2 and energy intensity in their annual incentive compensation program.

In 2010 we conducted a sustainability executive education session for a new client, a $1+ bn, first-tier supplier to several large, global firms. Awareness among the group was mixed, we were told, and some on the team were reluctant to incorporate sustainable business practices. We were also told that the CEO might drop by for a few minutes. In fact, the CEO participated in the entire half-day session. Though we’d love to take credit for moving the company toward developing a strategy to integrate sustainable
business practices, it was the CEO’s presence, and the message it sent to the executive team, that is propelling the company into action. No amount of executive education, research, or ROI analysis could have accomplished what the CEO did in just one morning.

A key lesson when building your sustainability strategy is to make sure you have the right organizational structure. A company needs to have one person responsible for sustainability but also have sustainability be every person’s job. So, you need a strong leader who can shape the sustainability direction of the company but empowers the organization to make each person feel that it is THEIR job. That leader needs to make sure that the entire organization is trained on sustainability basics and that they all feel that sustainability is critical to the success of the company. Each person owns a piece of sustainability. These key aspects are missing from many organizations but really are critical to success.

Consistent communication is key. In 2010 we launched our first Global Citizenship Initiative which cast a vision for the progress that we needed to make over the next five years. As a global organization that is currently implementing several enterprise wide projects, initiatives tend to get lost in the noise. Keeping goals and specifics related to the project in front of your stakeholder group is key to help the project’s chances at success. You can have the best laid plans, but without the proper communication and support you make the challenge four times more difficult to accomplish.

Our company is part of what some have termed the “Core Green Economy” – businesses whose goods and services are themselves green in nature. So there has been no internal struggle around adopting sustainable goals. But when we evaluated how we are doing on various sustainability metrics, it turns out that we are not doing as well as we thought. Our goal now is to move from simple greening – green team formation, green projects and initiatives, etc. – to a more fundamental shift towards truly working like a Triple Bottom Line company. This means shifting the focus for many of the things we do; it means complicating our job descriptions, and adopting different sorts of measures of success.

We see this as a natural progression for the business world, but it is not an easy transition, even for a small company whose business is green.
Manufacturers are still talking about the need for a business case for sustainability. I think the reason this comment keeps coming up is that many people believe we should be more environmentally sustainable for the good of our grandchildren. You can replace grandchildren with any number of words, but the basic problem is that not everyone agrees with an emotional (or moral or ethical) argument.

I find that within organizations and out to stakeholders there’s a tremendous amount of inconsistency in how these groups perceive the need for sustainability. A business case helps overcome reluctance and enables the company to justify resource investments – time and money – in sustainability. Ultimately, sustainability is about change, and people need convincing that change is worth doing.

One important lesson I have learned in making sustainability work is that the program you develop must fit in strategically with the company’s other business priorities. Put another way, if you can’t make sustainability make “business sense” in the specific context in which you are working, you can’t succeed in embedding the concept into that firm’s business culture. It sounds like a self‐evident proposition, but I have been surprised how many companies I have seen that haven’t really gotten this message.

The commitment to an EMS continues to be in some organizations a matter of marketing. They don’t care about the real benefits of an EMS. They just want to wave the ISO 14001 certification flag to their client and suppliers. They are so closed‐minded that they don’t even realize the cost benefits of a well functioning EMS.

In my experience of talking this year with many organizations that have environmental initiatives, products or services, I consistently find a proclivity toward myopia. They pick one element of sustainability and make that their god, ignoring anything else that might be relevant if it’s inconvenient. Vendors hawking energy‐saving devices ignore the life cycle implications and focus on selling more product. I’ve met carbon management consultants that have no clue about their own organization’s carbon footprint.

When we implemented a flexible workspace or “hoteling” strategy our initial goal was to create a system that would reduce real estate costs, reduce our environmental footprint, and create greater flexibility and agility for the workforce. Sabre was able to reduce its global real estate costs by 25%, reduce its headquarters footprint by 55%, from 1.04 million square feet to 470,000 square feet, reduce its energy consumption by 61%, and slash its carbon footprint by 54%. But beyond these savings, this
workspace change accelerated a transformation in Sabre’s employees and work culture which ultimately created a sustainable enterprise transformation for value beyond the bottom line.

Making a transformational shift like this wasn’t easy, and there were key success factors that proved vital to the implementation and sustainability of the program:

• Let data support and determine your decision – Not every office or organization is well-positioned to move to a Flexspace environment, but a detailed analysis including key data points such as attendance (badge swipes), travel and vacation days and commuting needs will uncover opportunities that are not always self-evident.

• Build the business case with key stakeholders – There are several elements that must be considered including cost and environmental savings, physiological and productivity impact on employees and results to the business. Working with a core team of primary stakeholders across several disciplines, including corporate real estate, facilities management, technology support, environmental sustainability, human resources and others will ensure that the business case and the implementation plan are balanced and positioned for success.

• Secure executive management endorsement and support – Buy-in at the top level of the organization will set a clear direction for implementation and expectations for success. This includes leading by example.

• Develop a clear communication plan – Ensuring employees know what’s happening and why, and having ample opportunities to raise concerns and ask questions is crucial for the implementation to go smoothly and to maintain productivity.

• Cultivate strategic partnerships – By partnering with Jones Lang LaSalle, a leading property management firm, we were able to gain forward-thinking insights and expertise as we developed and implemented our plan. Jones Lang LaSalle provided construction management, move coordination and planning and continues to play a significant role in maintaining our Flexspace program.

• Invest in flexible, robust technology infrastructure – Having technology systems in place that create a plug-and-play environment supports both the implementation and ongoing maintenance of the program, and makes it easy for employees to work in the most flexible way possible while staying connected to their teams.

• Never underestimate the human element – Transitioning employees who have been accustomed to traditional hardwall offices or assigned cubicles to a flexible work environment requires a significant amount of change management. Executives and managers alike will need support and time to adjust to a new work environment. We provide private spaces like phone booth rooms and health rooms so employees can easily tap into these available spaces when they need privacy.

• Know your global culture – When considering global expansion of Flexspace, know your corporate culture and your local culture. Being sensitive to local culture is important, but keep corporate culture the first priority.

• Expect the program to evolve over time to meet changing company needs – Maintaining support and controls for the program, through enforcement of policies and regular data collection, should be part of the initial implementation but also part of an ongoing review process. The program must be rigid enough to maintain balance and continue to achieve the original goals and objectives, but flexible enough to respond to the changing space requirements of a dynamic workforce.
During this recession, we struggled with the intersect between the goal of the bankruptcy laws to provide a fresh start to struggling companies and the goal of environmental laws to insure that environmental issues are addressed. Watching the EPA wrestle with these issues when faced with the bankruptcies of major companies such as GM and Chemtura, the best advice I can provide is to negotiate a settlement with EPA instead of leaving it to the bankruptcy court to figure out. The state of the law is too uncertain and the stakes are too high to leave these environmental issues to be sorted out in a bankruptcy proceeding. Ideally, 2011 will not present the major bankruptcy challenges we saw in 2010.

I had been discussing the advantages of going “green” with the Corporate Environmental Director for a year or so. He understood the diverse business advantages, but could not get his bosses (the CFO and CEO) to understand. Then one day he phoned me out of the blue, asked me to prepare a Scope of Work to organize and initiate a “green” program, and get it to him ASAP. “What changed?” I asked. He said that the CEO personally walked into his office that morning and requested he start a “green” program and said he wanted to see initial results in just a few months. The Manager believes the CEO either just saw some documentary on climate change or spoke to people who were believers, and the CEO was a committed, changed person. The company systematically grew their “green” program, met many goals, and pleased the CEO who was hands-on, as well. And that enthusiasm from the top leadership made all the middle managers and production workers feel strong and committed in their roles, too, further ensuring success and good internal feelings about the company.

We recently made some key investments in water clarifier technologies. The technologies were instrumental in successfully reducing water effluent rates by an additional 3 percent, bringing levels to just 9.7 cubic meters per ton of paper produced.

Marc Karell, P.E., CEM
Climate Change & Environmental Services, LLC
www.CCESworld.com

Steve Ott
Cascades Tissue Group
www.northriverwind.com
Our Durham Advanced Wastewater Treatment Facility is the nation’s first to recycle nutrients from wastewater into slow dissolving fertilizer pellets for golf courses, nurseries and agriculture and will generate up to 40 tons of eco-friendly Crystal Green fertilizer a month. CWS owns and operates the $2.5 million multi-reactor Ostara plant at the facility, and signed a 15-year contract with the Canadian Ostara Nutrient Recovery Technologies, Inc. We expect a five-year payback from sales revenue and operational savings, and preliminary data shows a savings of $100,000 due to a 12% reduction in biosolids (260 tons) to be trucked to distant application sites, and a 23% reduction in chemicals needed for phosphorous removal—not to mention the many ecological benefits of less truck travel. Other benefits include reduced loading on plant, nearly 20% less phosphorus (equal to a ban on phosphorus in detergent), and reduced ammonia load.

At the start of 2010, an hourly worker at our Irwindale brewery noticed that around 3 gallons of water per minute from our rinsers was going down the drain. At the same time, a large amount of fresh water was used to lubricate one of our conveyor belts. The employee helped the team engineer a tank and a pump to reclaim the water from the rinser and recirculate it to the conveyor – in total saving 150,000 gallons annually.

Rallying around key global dates has helped us generate the awareness and enthusiasm needed to drive changes and scale up best practices across our global operations. Last year, our breweries around the world celebrated the United Nation’s World Environment Day on June 4, 2010 by implementing more than 550 facility and community-focused environmental projects. More than half of these focused on water issues and included activities in facilities to “tag and flag” leaks, awareness events for employees and communities, river cleanups, tree planting, and invasive species removal.

We marshaled employee involvement and built awareness of our goals through an internal communications campaign. All employees, globally, had access to a suite of communications documents including a video message from Carlos Brito, our CEO, on our company intranet. They were encouraged to take part in the company-wide World Environment Day 2010 Facility Competition that recognizes projects that don’t require capital expenditure but still make a significant difference on environmental sustainability. A key lesson of the effort is the benefit of identifying key global dates that can help to bring a globally diverse company together on key issues and can stimulate creative initiatives that make an impact at the local and regional levels. Often, the biggest impact results from making sure that small fixes and low-tech solutions are identified, implemented consistently and shared continually across a global organization.
Since 2007, Summerhill has worked on behalf of The Home Depot Canada to run in-store water savings events. In August 2009, the national Go Low Flow event was launched to help consumers make the switch from traditional 13L (or higher) toilets to a high efficiency (4.8 L or less) or dual-flush toilet. The Go Low Flow program has been a huge success with the three national events to-date having sold over 100,000 efficient toilets, helping to reduce water consumption by over 4.3 billion litres per year – enough water to fill 1,725 Olympic-size swimming pools!

Summerhill has learned that the success of such programs is contingent on the valuable in-person engagement at the point of purchase. We all know that switching out a toilet is a disruptive change in any household, so our challenge was to tell the story of how the savings and positive impact on the environment would outweigh the cost and inconvenience. In addition to offering consumers national discounts on select water efficient toilets, The Home Depot Canada partnered with municipalities across the country to offer mail-in rebates in stores, making the transformative action more attractive for the consumer. Not only did our in-store reps successfully raise awareness on water conservation and promote water efficient behaviors and products, the in-person engagement at the point of sale helped drive sales on high efficiency toilets and toilet accessories to ensure sustainable and transformative change.

waste & recycling

I like to talk trash at work. My penchant for rubbish routinely elicits bewilderment, inquiry, and revelation (in that order) and has revolutionized New Resource Bank’s relationship with stuff. It brought us to the dump on a field trip, and the dump to us when we exhibited reclaimed-garbage sculptures by landfill-based artists. It spawned 6 different refuse bins, a disposable-free dining policy, and a 95% waste diversion rate. But we weren’t always such a radically genteel, discerning people. The road to (almost) zero waste was in fact crude and odiferous.

It started with the introduction of the desk-side waste bin trio. No longer would the apple core meet its improper black or blue bin fate, instead, it would find its fool-proof way to Compost Heaven. Yes to ease of access and the formation of good waste diversion habits! This was quickly followed by department wars: a green-gloved championship to see who could pack a heavier trash-sorting punch as judged through daily desk bin audits. Knowledge gleaned was reinforced through a “Speed Sorting” contest, where two contestants competed to make the best time sorting twenty items to the beat of chaotic classical tunes. Incentives included zero-waste, local-organic lunches, reusable water bottle and bag giveaways, ego bolstering, and, if institutionalized, a free pass to Eco Heaven.

Employees consequently began to make a personal connection with sustainable resource use, healthy ecosystems, and the interrelation of all living things. Where I once saw disinterested or fearful faces cowering over the central kitchen bins, I now see recycling with abandon. Empowered citizens
understanding the magnitude of their actions and their responsibility to future generations, erecting compost bins at home, asking when in doubt, and incorporating life-cycle considerations into their purchasing decisions.

10% lighter, our small black bin has finally shed the pounds it’s toiled all year to part with and remains an oft-neglected member of this buoyant, savvy crew.

During the global “Green Office Challenge,” Computershare Chicago introduced three simple changes that have the potential to remove thousands of pounds of waste annually while helping to produce healthy trees in the process. The first program introduced was a chip bag “upcycling” program thanks to a partnership established with Terracycle. Terracycle and Frito-Lay donate two cents for every eligible chip bag sent to them. Products such as stereo speakers are made with the bags and all donations are made payable to American Forests, who will plant a tree for every dollar received. This charity was an easy choice based on their previous eTree partnership.

Inspired by Google’s London office, we then decided to remove desk-side waste bins. By providing centralized recycling stations next to each trash bin, it is now just as easy to recycle that plastic Coke bottle as it is to throw it away. By removing the convenience of tossing a recyclable item in the trash, we have been able to considerably increase our recycled content. The next challenge was introducing a simple composting program. Trying to communicate exactly what is and isn’t compostable can sometimes be difficult. As a result, we designed a very basic container for only tea bags and coffee grounds. The Chicago office typically goes through more than 25 pounds of coffee grounds a week. Instead of dumping these grounds in a landfill, we now collect them. Volunteers can also bring the contents home for their garden or compost heap. Any additional grounds are then donated to a local tree farm.

Adopting programs like these at your office provide employees the opportunity to be an active part of your Green initiative. It is difficult to keep employees engaged in sustainability efforts if they are not an engaged participant. Changing the lighting at your office to energy efficient bulbs is great, but employees don’t always feel like they are part of that change. Feel free to try one of these programs or design a custom one to fit the needs of your office. As always, the key to success is communication.

Here are 10 suggestions on how recycling programs should interact with the public:

1. Minimize text. People don’t always take the time to read long, detailed instructions.
2. Use pictures when possible to show exactly which items are accepted. Actual photographs work better than cartoons.
3. Put the instructions near the opening where the item should be placed. Knees don’t read.
4. Design the collection kiosk to fit the materials that will be disposed.
5. Make collection kiosks visible and place them near the entrance without interfering with operations. If multiple items are being collected, put all collection containers in one central location.
6. Train all employees responsible for implementing the program.
7. Engage and motivate the consumer to participate in recycling efforts by publicizing goals and rewarding those who recycle.
8. Do not design collection containers that resemble trash cans, or expect to find trash – move away from bins and toward a kiosk design.
9. Use a separate collection container for each item collected to avoid confusion and contamination.
10. Don’t assume a one-size-fits-all method for each item collected and each facility where items are collected.

With these findings, we have been able to provide valuable guidance to many of our partners large and small as they have created new collection kiosks for locations nationwide. But we also uncovered a use for the research findings internally to improve the results of our own collection program. We used the relevant tips above to redesign our collection box. Our new box provides clear instruction with minimal text; includes compliance information to help program facilitators handle batteries properly; has instructions near the opening; fits all battery sizes that we accept; and features a unique design that makes recycling feel more like a transaction than a waste deposit. Additionally, with the introduction of our new box, we implemented a marketing campaign and began customer service calls to educate our participants about the new design, our increase in acceptable battery weight and the environmentally-friendly elements of the new box, so that they could educate the end-user on our program and its recent enhancements. Since the introduction of our new Call2Recycle collection boxes, we have reduced our box production and shipping costs by approximately 30 percent, and have seen an almost 11 percent increase in battery collections from our program participants.

On June 28th 2010, Grand Hyatt New York became one of three large-scale hotels (over 1,000 rooms) to begin a composting program in New York City. Whenever possible, our Culinary and Stewarding teams discard organic material into separate composting bins. This collection of what was once garbage is diverted from a landfill and transformed into a natural resource such as soil or fertilizer. To date, the hotel property has collected approximately an average of 10.90 tons of food waste per month and processed it for composting.

Instead of spending $22 Billion per year to put materials into landfills, companies can reduce their costs and even make money by rethinking their waste as a resource. Try describing the contents of your company’s or supply chain’s dumpster without using the terms trash, waste or recyclable. Once you specifically name it, it’s much easier to see the potential hidden value in the material, and start to shift your company’s thinking away from waste management towards resource management.
Over the past 16 months, Cameron-Cole has assisted an aerospace sector client in the implementation of a waste minimization program at one of their major manufacturing campuses. This program has diverted 67 percent (1,800 tons) of their waste from landfill and saved them over $110,000 in waste disposal charges. The components of the waste minimization program include recycling, reuse or composting of the following materials: paper, cans, bottles, scrap metal, furniture, food waste, paper towels, construction debris, wood and yard waste.

The key elements of a successful waste minimization program are as follows:
1. Evaluate Waste Streams & Establish Baseline – Conduct a waste survey or characterization study to understand your waste streams. Quantify waste volumes and disposal costs.
2. Benchmark – Evaluate what peer organizations are doing. Understand what is working and what isn’t.
3. Stakeholder Engagement – Engage vendors and facility personnel at all levels from senior management to janitorial staff. Hold stakeholder meetings to solicit ideas, identify potential impediments to success and establish mechanisms for providing feedback.
4. Pilot Programs – Prior to initiating a full-scale waste minimization program, start with a small-scale effort. Conduct a pilot program; solicit feedback; analyze results; fine-tune and expand program.
5. Education – Establish clear process and procedures. Train facility staff on program elements.
6. Performance Metrics – Select performance metrics (i.e. waste diversion rate, cost per ton of material recycled or disposed).
7. Monitor & Reporting – Establish tracking systems to monitor progress, conduct bin audits, interview facility staff and analyze performance data. Evaluate program successes and opportunities for improvement. Report the results.

Composting in an urban area can be difficult especially in a city like New York, where there are no industrial compost facilities and many logistical challenges. But it can be done successfully and with great benefit, especially for establishments like restaurants and hotels that generate a large percentage of food waste.

We conducted a pilot compost program for a hotel with multiple food service areas located in a multi-use building in New York City. The first challenge we faced was the issue of space – there was not enough room in the building’s loading dock to store food waste separated for compost. Many buildings in New York City have this space issue, which also makes composting challenging. We overcame this by working with the hotel to find a place in their facility to store the compost bins until the daily pick-up.

The program was rolled out in one of the hotel’s five main kitchen prep areas. We first tried to use existing containers, designating select bins for compost and labeling them with appropriate stickers. However, even with training, kitchen staff continued to have difficulty identifying the correct bins to use in the busy prep area. To solve this problem, we purchased green compost containers that stood out from the regular garbage bins. This worked successfully and staff began separating compostable materials and garbage with close to 100% accuracy.

With one kitchen composting, the hotel is diverting about 5% of its wet waste stream. When the program eventually expands to all five kitchens, the hotel is expected to divert up to 75% of its wet waste stream. This will potentially boost the hotel’s overall recycling ratio from the current 20% to about 80%.
Typically, when a company of any size moves locations, they consider upgrading office equipment. When they do, the older equipment is left for others to use, or the trash heap. Armstrong Relocation saw this as an opportunity to create revenue for our company, and an opportunity to create a better planet. Our national effort in these circumstances is to recycle whatever furniture we can, and those that are not recyclable will be auctioned for someone to use. This has dramatically lowered the amount of material previously destined for the landfill.

**Mike Gonzales**  
Armstrong Relocation  
www.armstrongrelocationdallas.com

**Chad Sanderson**  
Fike Corporation  
www.fike.com

**Investing a little money into a recycling program** can return great reductions in overall general waste and cost. Specific waste streams include larger volume items like cardboard, paper and pallets. In 2007, we produced 547,000 lbs of general waste and recycled a minimal amount of paper. In three years, Fike has increased its recycling costs by $2,600 annually, but decreased its general waste by 360,000 lbs and costs by over $30,000 annually. This is a return of 10 times the annual investment.

**Profitability and conservation don’t have to be mutually exclusive.** One example of this is a global industrial manufacturing company which operates in both Mexico and China. In its assembly plants, devices not passing quality control would be scrapped, leading to significant waste. Recently, the company instituted a program first proposed in the late 1990s whereby nonworking components were disassembled and the components reworked. Now mandatory at all plants because it was the right thing to do, this program was initially assessed as not profitable due to labor costs and plant space. However, as the disassembly process became more streamlined, the company was able to leverage its low labor cost and process efficiency and begin realizing a 2% (and growing) net profitability increase in the overall component cost.

**Shane Loidolt**  
Deloitte  
www.Deloitte.com

**We achieved zero waste to landfill** across our headquarters, manufacturing and distribution facilities as of April 2010. That was a major milestone in our journey toward our 2020 goal of zero waste. One enabling event that’s received coverage in the past was our Dumpster Day in April 2008. This has been replicated with great success at other Clorox-owned facilities and elsewhere in our community. I highly encourage such an event as a means to engage your employees and unlock the opportunities that exist in your trash bins!

**Steve Walker**  
Burt’s Bees, Inc.  
www.burtsbees.com
energy management

Our location’s Green Team reviewed its carbon footprint study and selected two key areas for improvement based on the energy impact. The first was to install a Building Management System for our main lab’s HVAC and ventilation systems. The BMS has an expected savings of 587,530 kWh of electricity, 270 metric tons of CO2 and $33,000 annually. The second project was switching lighting to more energy efficient bulbs creating an annual savings of 28,548 kWh of electricity, over 14 metric tons of CO2 and over $3000. The projects included taking advantage of available grants which covered 50% and 70% respectively of the initial investments required. Other initiatives implemented by the Green Team based on the study were the creation of a new Energy Policy, management training, adjustment of PC monitors’ energy saving mode, temperature set adjustment points for thermometers, compressed air leak detection program and photocopier timers. All of these were in the top 10 recommendations of the carbon footprint study and are projected to reduce the location’s energy usage by over 1900 MWh with an annual CO2 savings of 764 metric tons.

Utilities across North America are today installing smart meters in their customers’ homes. The new digital meters are a fundamental component of the overarching smart grid that promises 21st century power infrastructure with increased efficiencies and facilitation of renewable energy sources.

However, certain parts of the US and Canada are experiencing customer backlash: the meters are inaccurate, some customers argue; the RF emanations from the meters will harm health; the meters make us vulnerable to identity theft and hacking; etc. Highly organized opposition has followed in some places, particularly those areas where utilities’ introduction of the meters was poorly handled. In California, for example, the Public Utilities Commission was forced to hire a third-party firm to test the meters’ accuracies following a very organized campaign against the meters.

After six months of tests, the meters were shown to be accurate. Opponents then simply abandoned their “inaccurate” argument and have switched to the “RF emanations are harmful to health” arguments. NGOs continue to call for a moratorium on smart meter installation in areas of California, Texas and in Ontario, Canada, which, of course, could slow transitions to a smart grid and its expected positive effect on energy efficiencies, customer control over their usage, increased use of renewable energy sources, etc.

The lessons to be drawn from this continuing experience include the fact that transitioning our society to a smart grid can be extremely difficult, highly politicized and much slower than anticipated. Customer education, and lots of it, well in advance of actual smart meter installation, is key, as has been demonstrated by some utilities.
The State College of Florida/Manatee-Sarasota (SCF) continues to show its commitment to the arts with a major renovation to the Music and Theater Building. With all the advances to the building it was necessary for the Facilities Department team to come together, with the help of some local companies, to determine not only how to operate the building efficiently, but also how to maintain a stable and balanced environment for all the instruments in the theater, offices and practice rooms. The Challenge: In central Florida the pianos are the biggest challenge of all the instruments; the ambient condition requirements set by the industry are very stringent because wood and felt are very sensitive to extreme changes in temperature and humidity.

If the piano areas are not maintained the results can be very costly, re-tunings every few months. With the cooperation of the Music Department we were able to do the proper analysis to determine how we can move forward with a sustainable and efficient measure to meet these requirements.

Solution 1: Add solar film to all the glass on the west side of the building. These areas had pianos and in the afternoon the temperatures in those rooms would spike. The solar film helped us balance the temperature on that side of the building with no major expense. Because the solar film reduced the heat gain coming in from the windows by 68% we were also able to achieve energy savings.

Solution 2: Change the scheduling in the Energy Management System (EMS) so that during unoccupied periods we can continue to condition the piano areas and still shut down the rest of the building. In our EMS system we are able to create Scheduling Groups of rooms and zones for maximum efficiency and sustainability. This was a change that added no additional cost to the project.

Solution 3: Install real time sensor readings and reduce outside air flow at low occupancy. Through the electric utility program called “Demand Control Ventilation”, we were able to better control humidity issues here in Central Florida, protect the pianos better and reduce air-conditioning costs by 10% or more. Plus, we received a rebate from the utility for installing the technology.

Overall the efforts of everyone involved have been very rewarding. Not only did we address the issue of the pianos but we also increased the energy efficiency of the building at the same time. Survey and analysis of both occupied and unoccupied scheduling and usage was essential to the success of this project.

Key Learnings for 2010 and Expectations for 2011:

1) Projects that have come on line are doing better than expected- estimates about electricity price increases were lower than expected. Projects commissioned in 2010 are providing better savings than projected.

2) Financial Market Uncertainty Continues- The turmoil leading up to the expected termination of the Treasury Renewable Cash Grant program at the end of 2010 led to a delay for projects that would have a 2011 impact. Given the uncertainty possible projects were put on hold. With the extension, solar projects are again being explored. It will take several months to determine what the impact of the extension will be.

3) Reduction of the California Solar Initiative Performance Based Incentives- The CSI PBIs are dwindling to a small number. Questions about the viability of distributed commercial solar in Northern California without the PBIs are now being raised. Southern California PBIs are expected to run out in a few months. Will solar installation prices drop enough...
We all know the world is focusing on sustainable strategies and more-efficient energy solutions – a necessary and critical path. But because energy-consumers and energy-saving vendors have narrowed their focus to a few savings options, that focus is itself becoming a problem. While any savings are good, you can get more meaningful results for your dollar when you broaden your approach and match energy solutions with your unique operations and plans for the future. There is no “one” answer. Taking the time to consider all the alternatives for investing your limited energy funds can save you more today and provide greater savings to fund future projects. Some savings aren’t obvious, and others may entail changes you never thought possible for your organization.

For example, one of our customers, a major worldwide shipping and container company, saw lighting and heating/cooling as key to savings in their huge warehouse footprint. A closer look revealed that large footprint could also be the ideal platform for an efficient, faster-payback rooftop solar energy deployment. Now, in addition to savings, rooftop solar gives them the potential to generate revenue from the power grid. And they have the added security of on-site power that doesn’t fall victim to grid outages.

Supermarkets and convenience stores are upgrading lighting while often ignoring their major energy wasters – refrigeration. Refrigerator and freezer motors that were purchased as recently as five years ago can be upgraded to deliver fast-payback, carbon-reducing savings. And that’s another important lesson – an asset’s drain on your energy profile should not be determined by age. Periodic feasibility exercises should be used to keep all your assets on the radar for savings.

A broad view and complete understanding of potential savings can also deliver synergistic savings. For example, crews that update supermarket refrigeration motors can upgrade displays from fluorescent to LED lighting and from outmoded anti-sweat/glass fogging devices to more efficient alternatives. You get more energy functionality per hour of labor, further improving ROI and payback.

Lighting is, in fact, a huge source of potential savings. But lighting upgrades become even more cost-effective when tied in with occupancy sensors and EMS technologies. While LEDs and other advances can slash lighting energy needs, we need to remember that the most energy-efficient light is one that’s off.
Dave Laybourn
Lime Energy
www.lime-energy.com

It is much easier to talk to executives about energy dollars instead of BTUs and kilowatt-hours and we encourage our customers to value the benefits throughout their organizations. With competing and confusing messages about climate change, cap and trade, sustainability, green supply chain, etc., the simple message of saving money remains the compelling reason to save energy.

The best time to make the switch to LED is always now. I remember during a meeting with a South Florida enterprise we were able to offer savings of over $1 million for the next 3 years at no out of pocket up-front expense. They chose to wait until the prices for the LED bulbs dropped. We were astonished by their response. I had to ask the director point blank, ‘Are you willing to give away over $1 million instead of keeping it on the books?’ His response was “yes, we believe prices will come down in 3 years.” It is this type of thinking that continues to stall the industry, but we are beginning to see a change in that train of thought.

As a Belgian retail company we started two years ago to put doors on our fridges. To prove that energy savings (~40% less cooling and heating) were possible wasn’t an issue. To prove that the customer was ready for this change was much more difficult. After very positive results, our stores can’t wait to have doors on their fridges! And this year we went even further and used LEDs in the fridges and again we saved energy. Even our suppliers are following the trend. Conclusion: Taking small steps can have unexpected big impacts. But never hesitate to take that step.

Look at energy efficiency projects just like any other investment: What is the business case, what is the ROI? Our North American CEO, Chris Curtis, has said he will approve any energy efficiency project that has a 3-year or better return on investment – because it’s good business sense and good for the environment.

Effective energy management practices start at the top: Companies showing excellent success have a C-level commitment.

Hold the entire company responsible for meeting metrics: Metrics needs to be on performance plans and reviewed regularly, just like quality, lean manufacturing or safety activities.

Energy bills should be considered an asset, not a liability: Leading companies driving energy efficiency in their enterprises use the subsequent savings to fund important tasks in the business.

Rami Ovadia
Lumenor Energy Services, LLC
www.lumenorenergy.com

Martens
Delhaize Belgium
www.delhaize.be

Paul Hamilton
Schneider Electric
www.schneider-electric.com
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From the thousands we trained last year, I offer just a few quotes to help readers get more projects approved in 2011...

The cost of delay by not implementing a project is greater than the financing cost.

If the ROI of a project is greater than the company profit margin, then there is no excuse not to do the project, as the project will IMPROVE the profitability of the company.

Instead of saying that a project saves $$/month, we can also say that if we do not implement the project, we will continue to LOSE $$$ every month – people will do more to avoid penalties than seek a benefit, even if the value of the benefit = penalty.

We’ve seen great returns from our global behavior-based energy management (BBEM) system—a tool used to engage employees and integrate energy into daily actions to improve performance. It’s led to the formation of several new efforts, including a robust leak tag initiative at our seven U.S. corn milling facilities that has resulted in the identification of water, compressed air and steam leaks and energy cost savings in the millions of dollars (USD). For companies hoping to employ similar efforts, Cargill offers these tips:

1. Get buy-in from the top. Starting a BBEM requires a commitment of people and systems resources to change the approach towards energy management. The payback may appear “soft” in comparison to project investments, but the returns are real and measurable over time.

2. Look beyond the obvious. Energy savings will come from a BBEM, but so can improved production from reliable operations as well as water savings.

3. It’s a marathon, not a sprint. The benefits of a BBEM can come slowly at first but once they are ingrained in your operations, the sustainability and cost savings improvements will keep coming over time.

4. Look beyond the systems and processes. A great BBEM system should also feature elements such assigning energy champions at each facility and putting in place employee communications and recognition to highlight milestones along the journey.

We recently concluded our first ever energy incentive program for Motel 6/ Studio 6. We challenged every property to reduce their electricity consumption over the course of 6 months. The property in each region which had the biggest reduction of electricity consumption won a break room makeover. The scope included new laminate wood flooring, granite counter tops, new appliances, flat screen television, new paint, and an updated employee bathroom.

The competition, Phoenix My Break Room, was named after our Phoenix Project which was launched in late 2007 by Motel 6/Studio 6 to regain our chain’s lead over our rivals. Phoenix refers to the mythical bird that rises from the ashes.

We developed an interactive monthly report in which properties could track their current ranking and see who was in the lead to win the break room make over. To level the playing field we adjusted each property’s consumption for their actual weather and occupancy rates by using regression analysis.

The beauty of this incentive program is that it had a zero-cost implementation. We didn’t install fancy energy saving devices; we simply targeted the people and process element of energy savings by incentivizing our employees. Throughout the course of the program, we communicated energy saving tips
to our properties to help them compete in the program. We placed a large emphasis on housekeepers correctly setting the PTACS in guestrooms to a temperature that maximizes energy savings.

A break room make over is something that incentives every person at the property; everyone from the property maintenance person to the housekeepers uses the break room on a daily basis. It is something that not only improves the value of the property, but something that can be enjoyed over and over again.

Over a period of 6 months we saved $233,000 in avoided electricity costs. We are now using part of the savings to renovate the 10 winning properties’ break rooms. Although the program is complete, we are confident that it has instilled new, energy saving habits in our employees- leading to future energy savings for Motel 6/ Studio 6.

Visual communication that inspires friendly competition and creates accountability can be a powerful tool for encouraging change. While the Director of Sustainable Programs at a global architecture and planning firm, I was working with firm leadership to encourage increased energy efficiency in projects. Dealing with a variety of clients around the world, with varying commitments to sustainability or energy savings, made “requiring” an energy efficiency target challenging. In order to celebrate our successes and explore our weaknesses, my team started to visually report energy progress on our major projects at quarterly leadership meetings. We created a graphic that listed each project, its energy performance, the related studio, and a photo of the project’s Principal in Charge. The Architecture 2030 Challenge was used as the benchmark. The resulting image revealed in a visual way the firm’s energy trends. Certain project types were more challenging than others, such as retail. Some principals were repeatedly doing well, while others had little progress in energy savings. Using the visual tool, we could see when progress was likely halted by project type and when one or more principals had figured something out their peers might need to know. For those whose face repeatedly appeared above the energy target, we could investigate why and what tools or resources we needed to enable those Principals to create more efficient designs. As the building industry works to advance sustainability, getting creative with how we motivate and educate each other, and making it fun, is a critical aspect of achieving deep green projects.

A major Midwestern state government’s recent energy management initiative linked its Building Automation Software’s (BAS) HVAC alarms to its facilities management software -specifically, its building operations application. The integrated systems identify the location of the problem on building drawings and automate the issuance of work orders when energy management systems detect performance failures of heat traps and other system components.

The state has projected annual energy savings of $3 million from all its energy management initiatives statewide, of which the BAS/building operations integration is a key part. Plus, it reduced greenhouse gas emissions by approximately 1,000,000 pounds.

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center found that too many of its offices were receiving 24/7 HVAC
support even though they operated only during a standard 9-5 workday and were vacant nights, weekends and holidays. In a variation on the hot/cold aisle concept at data centers, NASA’s facilities management department is attempting to identify rooms and functions in need of 24/7 HVAC and co-locate them into clustered zones of their own.

Using its space management software and CAD drawings to reconfigure space and consolidate the HVAC-intensive data centers and other operations, NASA has reduced its after-hours electricity consumption by up to 13% in a test building.

In 2003 we bought a contract winery service business in an old apple processing plant, circa 1940. The facility is a rambling ten acre parcel of buildings of mixed construction and vintage that has been used for large scale beverage production from apple processing in the 1940s to fruit drinks, sparkling wine and hard apple cider to its current iteration, still wine production.

Our first task was addressing deferred maintenance along with an increase in our operating permit. These two goals were achieved through energy and water conservation, efficiency and reuse including an experiment with an innovative waste water treatment technology. Our ability to reduce our wastewater generation within the existing treatment system expedited the approval of our permit increase with the regulatory agency.

Between 2005 and 2009 we reduced per case of wine:

- natural gas from .025 therms to .010 therms or 150%
- electricity from .75 kWh to .64 kWh or 19%
- wastewater generation from 3.81 to 2.16 gallons or 76%
- solid waste disposal by 35%

During the same time period, we reduced our greenhouse gas emissions by 436 metric tons, or 15%. From 2003 to 2009 we doubled our yearly winery production from 1.5 million cases to 3 million cases without increasing the existing refrigeration capacity until this year, 2010.

Over the years we have been approached by numerous solar PV companies with quotes for an installation, the most significant was a 726 kW system with a 25 year payback. Granted this was back in 2003 and the ROI for solar PV has much improved. The mantra with our company was and continues to be “don’t solarize your inefficiency”; maximize your energy efficiency and then research a renewable energy system. For a winery using a significant amount of hot water, this could include solar thermal along with solar PV, an option that fell into our lap in 2010. We partnered with a company in California to install a cogeneration ground mount system providing both solar thermal and solar PV. We entered into a HPPA, heat and power purchase agreement with Cogenra Solar based in Mountain View, California. The system was commissioned in November 2010 so the performance metrics are pending. The estimate for the system is to offset 45% of our natural gas needs, 10% of our electrical needs, and 17% reduction on GHG emissions annually.

Our strategy as a company has worked: focus on resource conservation and efficiency by looking upstream at usage, then look at a renewable energy strategy. In our case, a highly efficient cogeneration system addressed multiple energy needs. To further sweeten the pot, the financial model of a power purchase agreement requires little if any upfront risk.

Natasha Granoff
Sonoma Wine Company
www.sonomawineco.com
We engaged an engineering firm to do a complete energy audit of our building. The results were surprising. Many retrofits that I assumed would be “no brainers” turned out to have a very long return on investment. This included things like the installation of photo sensors on overhead lights in an area of the building that has skylights. It always bothered me to see those lights on days when the sun is shining. Incorporating photo sensor technology on existing light fixtures would have been very costly and, because the fixtures already use an energy efficient fluorescent bulb, the energy savings would have been small. The easiest fix of all was something completely invisible – revising the humidity set point of our building. This single adjustment is estimated to save us $45,000 on our utility bills in one year. We made the change and guess what? No one noticed! It was entirely painless. The moral of my story is to conduct an energy audit of your building. It will enable you to prioritize energy efficiency projects appropriately and put together proposals that are backed by sound science.

marketing

The last thing anyone needs right now is a ton of confusing facts to pore through. Sure, it seems logical that if you say more you get more, but in sustainable advertising the reverse always holds true. More information and jargon is confusing and makes it harder for consumers to make a greener buying decision. (Case in point: Our research shows far fewer Americans today can name a source of renewable energy or a feature of a green home than they could three years ago. We’ve given them just enough information to confuse the daylight’s out of them.)

When everything is becoming increasingly complex for your targeted consumer, your message should become more and more focused. Making sure your benefits are relayed simply and clearly – and in a way that is creative enough to be remembered – will go a long way to creating a positive reaction. A complex message in complex times makes that message very easy to pass over.

We’ve all heard the KISS principle, Keep It Simple Stupid. Whether it’s wisdom on display or just a sneaky way to call someone dumb (as I’ve always suspected), it’s good advice. A simple, easy message will be much appreciated and embraced — especially in a down economy and especially in the sustainability world.

If the FTC’s Green Guides are not clear about what is considered to be deceptive in the context of environmental marketing, marketers will be reluctant to make environmental claims. I hope the FTC will revise its current draft Green Guides in accordance with several of the comments that were submitted on or before December 10, 2010, in order to make them more practical and clear.

Sharon Tinianow
COSI
www.cosi.org

Larry Washington
Shelton Group
www.sheltongroupinc.com
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For example, one of the biggest areas of concern is whether a life-cycle analysis is required for every environmental marketing claim, even those that are specific and qualified. The FTC has suggested that a LCA is not required for substantiation purposes. It has also suggested that a qualified single-attribute claim on an air conditioning unit like “Environmentally friendly – uses a non-ozone-depleting refrigerant” might be implicitly deceptive because air conditioning units still use a lot of energy to operate. Thus, there’s confusion as to whether one can use a qualified green claim, pointing out a single attribute and describing exactly why it’s an environmental benefit without considering whether the product as a whole delivers a net environmental benefit.

Another example would be the claim that an item “does not use chlorine-bleaching processing,” assuming that normally this item is processed using chlorine bleach and that such processing is bad for the environment. The FTC has posited that if the marketer has substituted another environmentally damaging bleaching agent for the chlorine, then the claim would be deceptive. That follows because the consumer would reasonably assume that if the marketer claimed that it had improved the bleaching process from an environmental perspective then the bleaching process should be a net environmental benefit. If that’s not the case, then the consumer may be misled. But the FTC goes further in its current Green Guides. It would have the marketer consider whether the substitute bleaching process required increased fuel costs, which produce an overall net increase in the environmental impact of the product. This will impose a significant burden on the marketer and could cause the marketer to just continue using the same chlorine-bleaching process since he might be prohibited from touting the benefit unless he does an expensive LCA. Furthermore, it is not even clear that “does not use chlorine-bleaching processing” would be deceptive speech even if it did require shipment of the alternative ingredient from a more distant source.

Thus, federal regulation and guidance can be an important aid to marketers as they seek to meet the environmental demands of today’s consumer. But, if the FTC is not clear in the way it presents its guidance or in fact imposes too high a standard for substantiation of environmental marketing claims, it runs the risk of squelching non-deceptive speech and possibly even discouraging environmental innovation in the marketplace.

In 2010, I assisted a client facing a potential government investigation addressing its green marketing claims. In many ways, the government was doing nothing more than an “audit” of the client’s records, to determine if it could substantiate its marketing claims. Unfortunately, because the client’s marketing team was not accustomed to this type of inquiry, we spent a considerable amount of time pulling information from different corners of the company, including specific scientific test data supporting the marketing claim.

Because nobody in the company had anticipated this type of “audit” there was a period of time when we were not even sure if there were data in hand that would fully support the claims. This meant that marketing specialists, scientists from research and development, and outside counsel had to spend a lot of time on the phone trying to connect the underlying science to the company’s marketing claims. Fortunately, the client was conscientious, and we were able to document evidence fully substantiating its green marketing claims.

After we submitted the complete response to government investigators, it occurred to me and the client that someone in the company should be tasked with collecting and organizing evidence to support the company’s environmental marketing claims. For one thing, this type of preparation should
save a client from future costs in legal fees. Instead of paying outside counsel hourly rates to collect and organize documents, it is much cheaper to have staff organize documents ahead of time. More importantly, being prepared for an audit of your green claims is critical because if you look ahead of time you’ll have time to make sure you really have the data that you’ll need – or you may find that you need to re-visit, or re-write your green claims. Now more than ever, green marketing claims are subject to challenge by state and federal regulators, as well as consumers and competitors, eager to stamp out “greenwashing.” No prudent company would be completely unprepared for a financial audit. By the same token, when it comes to green marketing claims, task a competent and responsible compliance officer.

Even though times were tough in 2010, our research showed that despite the abysmal economy, the same number of people who were buying green products two years ago were buying green in 2010. We also learned we still have a long way to go in the area of energy education: four in 10 Americans did not know the natural source of their electricity, and likewise, 40 percent did not know that coal was a nonrenewable resource. (Opinion Research Corporation, 2010) We also learned, when you least expect it, expect it. Expectations for Copenhagen (COP15) last year were sky high, and not much ended up happening. Expectations for COP16 in Cancun couldn’t have been lower, so of course, the UNFCCC made significant steps in the fight against climate change, with an agreement, albeit nonbinding, to limit global warming to less than 2 degrees C above pre-industrial levels and a “Green Climate” fund, in theory worth $100 billion a year by 2020, to help poorer countries achieve emission reductions and adapt to climate change.

While presenting the results of a survey on clients’ perceptions to the marketing board of a major insulation products company, one of the participants asked me, “If consumers perceive transportation as deeply impacting the environment, perhaps we should remove the name of the company from our transportation trucks?” Actually though, transport has minimal impact on these products as they are produced locally. However, the use of very performant products to insulate houses and buildings is highly beneficial for the environment. So my response as a marketing researcher specialized in sustainable marketing was to say: “If I may, you should do the contrary. Keep the name of your company on the truck and add, “This truck carries tons of energy savings.”

One month later, the trucks of the Irish subsidy, which had to be repainted, had this new inscription! By communicating about the relevant environmental impact of their products, proactive firms can reduce perception biases, while efficiently promoting sustainable efforts and innovations in the eyes of consumers.

© 2011 Environmental Leader LLC, www.environmentalleader.com
green it

**Our largest sustainability initiatives are centered** in the work we do in developing advanced technologies to improving fuel economy and decrease CO2 emissions in our vehicles. But we also look for opportunities in all aspects of our operations, and this year found an interesting way to save energy and money. It all starts with our office computers.

Under a new program called PC Power Management, the power settings on Windows laptops and desktop computers are centrally controlled to reduce energy waste and optimize software updates. A managed shutdown of computer systems not in use, especially overnight and on weekends, further reduces energy use. At the same time, the system ensures all computers connected to the Ford Intranet are awake and able to receive software deliveries during off hours, decreasing downtime during working hours due to software loads. The savings to the company on power cost alone is expected to top $1.2 million annually when the system is fully implemented. By reducing PC power consumption, Ford also stands to reduce its carbon footprint by an estimated 16,000 to 25,000 metric tons annually.

**Yahoo!’s state-of-the-art Lockport, NY data center facility** is one of the most environmentally friendly, energy-efficient, and cost effective buildings of its kind globally. The combination of Lockport’s cool climate, the cool prevailing winds, and an efficient data center design will help dramatically decrease the need for energy-powered chillers to operate the servers.

It will be the first implementation of a patent-pending energy efficient data center design called Yahoo! Computing Coop, aka Yahoo! Chicken Coop.

The YCC design emulates the long narrow design of a chicken coop to re-circulate outside air, and almost eliminates chillers to keep the servers cool. The facility will use free cooling 100% of the time. For every dollar spent on electricity, we’re spending one cent to cool.

The configuration of the buildings was taken from the old manufacturing plants in Lockport, which took advantage of the cool, prevailing winds from Lake Erie. The YCC design emulates the long narrow design of a chicken coop to re-circulate outside air. The YCC design involves prefabricated metal 120 foot-by-60 foot buildings. The structures are oriented on the site to take advantage of prevailing west-to-east winds from Lake Erie.

**HP has developed an innovative data center facility in Wynyard, UK that minimizes energy use and overall environmental impact.** Wynyard takes advantage of the cool North Sea climate, using marine air to cool servers and other IT equipment, instead of air conditioning. In a typical year, the facility is expected to reduce energy consumption by 40 percent, produce only about half the CO2 emissions of a standard data center, and save up to $4 million a year.
In the past several years, we have transitioned to mobile computing with notebook computers, which has led to 25-35 watts less power consumed per notebook computer (compared to desktop computers). By replacing 6,400 desktops with notebooks, Intel has achieved productivity gains of $26 million, and is now approximately 80% mobile. Along with mobile computing efforts, we practice Client Refresh, maintaining a regular refresh cadence, and deploying new machines with Intel vPro technology. More than 48,000 Intel vPro technology-enabled PCs have been provisioned through 2010YTD, reducing support costs through remote diagnosis and repair capabilities.

Travel is also addressed by Intel’s IT team. Reducing corporate travel reduces the company’s carbon footprint. We have implemented IT solutions that help with travel avoidance and increase efficiency within the company. Using real-time office collaboration technologies, the experience of global technology enabled meetings is now closely comparable to the experience of meeting in person. Intel IT has continued deployment of its planned worldwide portfolio of video collaboration based on user needs including immersive video conferencing and standard HD rooms, E-whiteboarding for engineering collaboration, as well as basic video.

These solutions eliminated $27 million in travel expenses while avoiding the emission of 25000 metric tons of Co2 into the environment. Over 8700 video enabled meetings were held within Intel during 2010. Internal studies show 75% of meeting attendees reporting video meetings are as effective as in-person meetings.

At St. Joseph’s Care Group the Greening Health Care Committee is always looking for new and fun ways to spread awareness about environmental issues. This month, we focused on energy awareness, more specifically turning off computers at night. After an email advising staff to shut off their machines and an article about energy saving myths in our monthly Touch magazine we conducted an audit. At night the computers at seven of our facilities were checked. If the computer was off a candy cane was left with the message, “A Candy Cane. You’ve been nice! By turning off your computer you’ve helped save energy and costs.” If the computer was left on a message was left behind with a picture of a lump of coal saying, “A Lump of Coal. You’ve been Naughty. By NOT turning your computer off overnight you’ve wasted energy and costs.” The activity was fun and got everyone in the Christmas spirit, and we received some really great feedback too.

The obvious first step for reducing any organization’s energy use is to measure it and find ways to lower it. So why is it that the overwhelming majority of CIOs—owners of their companies’ information technology infrastructure and consumers of huge amounts of energy—never see a power bill?

As ludicrous as that sounds, it’s quite common. The power bill goes to the facilities team. It’s particularly unfortunate when you consider that at a large company, technology can consume as much as 40% or more of the power used.

Thankfully it’s a problem that’s easy and affordable to begin to tackle. Connecting the IT and facilities departments in any organization, from businesses to governments, can slash power usage and
increase efficiency with something as simple as using a few electric meters. In Dell’s case, we managed to add 35% more computing capacity without using one additional watt.

Once the CIO knows how much power all those machines and their related cooling systems are consuming, it’s hard not to find ways to be more efficient. For example, a server in one location is running a particular software program, has plenty of unused capacity and is burning electricity. Across the room, there’s another server doing the very same thing. Introduce virtualization software, which lets one machine do the work of many, and you’re immediately saving power and money while minimizing the environmental impact.

Now imagine a data center filled with server racks. They take cool air in through the front and blow hot air out the back. In an organization in which the CIO doesn’t see a power bill, the data center isn’t necessarily arranged for energy efficiency. You might have two server racks facing front-to-back, mixing hot and cold air and lowering the efficiency of the cooling process. In fact, most data centers are run far too cold—10 or 15 degrees cooler than necessary—just to keep a few hot spots from overheating. By rearranging your data center to keep the hot air hot and the cold air cold, you can reduce power bills and improve system efficiencies by 20% or more.

Simple solutions like this help minimize a company’s environmental footprint. But this isn’t green for green’s sake. Most organizations need to think harder about their IT power use just to cope with the explosion of data in this digital era. Even if you could spend unlimited money on power and equipment for your data centers, the power grid where your facilities reside might not be able to provide any more juice—or you could simply run out of physical space in your data center.

That’s what happened to us at Dell two years ago. We hit the space limit on our data centers in Austin. We had two options: build another data center, or squeeze more computing power out of our existing facilities using the same amount of energy. The difference between the two options in both expense and environmental impact was enormous. After all, the greenest data center is the one you never build. Through smart IT planning, we’ve postponed indefinitely the need for a new data center, avoiding some $250 million in costs.

Think of the implications for taxpayers if government agencies linked their IT strategies to their power use and embraced the opportunities green IT holds. Every time a government agency issues a purchase order for hardware or software that isn’t rationalized for its power use, taxpayers pay the bill. As with a data center on a grid that can’t supply any more energy, public departments can’t get any more tax dollars; they can only get more computing for the dollars already in their budgets.

At Dell we began thinking this way more than two years ago. The investment for organizations that want to do the same is relatively minimal and pays off quickly. The first step is to have power monitoring in the right places. Additional power monitoring is not expensive and is readily available. Second, look at the physical configuration of your data center. At Dell we’ve found that we can help cool our Austin data centers by drawing in ambient air from outdoors, saving hundreds of thousands of dollars per year.

Finally, make your future hardware and software purchases based on power efficiency and look for ways to take advantage of virtual computing to increase the efficiency of existing IT investments. Replacing existing hardware and introducing virtualization software can multiply your capacity by a factor of five or greater in the same power envelope.

The savings from even incremental changes will be significant and immediate, but not if you overlook the key component to any organizational shift: responsibility. It’s great to show your CIO the power bill, but if he or she isn’t invested with the authority and responsibility for lowering it, it’s just another slip of paper.

Robin Johnson
Dell
www.dell.com
**Being focused on the data center industry**, which contributes around 1-1.5% of global CO2, greenwash abounds. Every new data center must have a ‘green story’. Today’s success stories are the ones that can make it ‘win/win’ – linking sustainability issues with broader business goals. It can certainly be done – the most environmentally efficient new data centers could have a capex up to 50% below market average, with much lower opex. Tomorrow’s success stories will be the ones who understand the holistic and lifecycle aspects to sustainability, and have a clear strategy on areas such as recycling and reusability.

**In designing the new Emerson global data center** in St. Louis, energy efficiency was a top concern. Everything was on the table – from HVAC to power distribution to lighting. With a clear view of the Midwest sky – and unobstructed southern exposure to the sun – solar power became a viable complementary energy source. Emerson designed a 7,800-square-foot rooftop solar array with more than 550 solar panels.

Since the facility’s opening in August 2009, the energy-efficiency features are paying big dividends. The solar array is producing an average of 11,400 kW per month with a peak of 14,250 in sun-soaked July (and close to the same in August).

**We virtualized our server infrastructure** using VMWare. We traded in our old servers, installed HP blade system server computers with VMWare virtualization software, and integrated the entire solution with the storage area network. The results so far have been:

**IT Improvements:**
- Reduced server room temperature from 85° F to 70° F (without changing our cooling infrastructure),
- 99% faster server deployment (30 minutes vs. 2 weeks), and
- 80% faster setup for QA and staging infrastructure (3 days vs. 3 weeks).

**Business Benefits:**
- 18 servers were consolidated onto 4 in a collocation production environment,
- Soon we will be consolidating 60 servers onto 4 at our headquarters office,
- 72% reduction in power usage at headquarters data center,
- $40,000 cost avoidance on HVAC upgrade, and
- $24,600 annual savings in server administration time.

**Green IT is more than just technology investment.** To maximize the financial and environmental benefits from new hardware or software, IT professionals must also invest in people, process, policy and planning improvements. For example, the energy savings from server virtualization is limited without process and policy improvements that increase the virtual footprint and consolidation ratios. This is particularly true as the scope of green IT expands from green IT 1.0 (“green for IT”) to green IT 2.0 (“IT
for green”), well beyond the data center into business operations, and the approach broadens beyond simply procuring more energy efficient hardware. As a result, green IT is more complex which makes proper planning even more important.

To that end, Forrester finds that 75% of organizations lack a comprehensive green IT strategy to deliver the consistent, repeatable, and measurable results. To turn this situation around, invest in the emerging role of the green IT manager, not more technology. Green IT managers deliver financial and environmental value — they determine scope, assess the current state, develop a project pipeline, justify and prioritize spend, document strategy and goals, and report successes. IT leaders can measure a green IT manager’s success by tracking cost and environmental impact reductions, productivity improvements, and revenue increases.

While the actual title varies, 32% of organizations globally – such as KPMG and Thomson Reuters – have full-time or part-time green IT managers to maximize the value from their green IT investments.

Doug Washburn
Forrester Research
www.blogs.forrester.com/doug_washburn
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Since 2006, Environmental Leader (www.environmentalleader.com) has been the definitive and objective b2b voice reporting on business-related energy, environmental and sustainability issues. Environmental Leader - and its 10,000-plus news stories, columns, videos, reports, white papers, webinars – has become the go-to source for corporate environmental, sustainability and energy executives.

Readers trust Environmental Leader’s news, product information, competitive intelligence, market data and actionable insights to be comprehensive yet succinct, making Environmental Leader the one site executives must visit every day in order to keep informed and make tough choices on environmental and energy issues.

Our industry-leading, free daily email newsletter, EL Daily, is read by more than 20,000 subscribers who are focused on environmental, sustainability and energy management. For many industry insiders, EL Daily has become the most important 10 minutes of their day. You may subscribe to EL Daily here: http://www.environmentalleader.com/newsletter-subscription.

EL Insights

For executives who need to go further and deeper, EL Insights provides actionable Insights for forward-leaning companies. Delivered two times a month, every issue of EL Insights is developed to help you understand the implications of an emerging energy, environmental or sustainability technology, to inspire innovation within your company, and to provide you with the information needed to take decisive action. For industry insiders needing to stay informed, EL Insights is the one subscription that delivers opportunity-focused, actionable insight that is both engaging and accessible. Learn more and subscribe here: https://reports.environmentalleader.com/elinsights.

Subscribers get:
• Highly relevant analysis and actionable insights in a biweekly (24x year) PDF emailed directly to you and downloadable from our subscriber site.

• New ideas and insights that you can put into immediate action. Every issue of EL Insights is laser focused to give you actionable insights on a specific energy, environmental or sustainability issue, from LEDs and Solar Power to Green Building and Smart Grid technologies, and more.

• Analysis of technology/solutions, market forecasting and Q&A’s with industry experts wrapped up in a high-impact, easy-to-digest format.
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How Can Business Accelerate Innovative Solutions to the Climate Challenge?

The Pew Center on Global Climate Change presents an in-depth study that examines how business innovation is vital to advancing climate solutions and the strategies of leading companies developing the next generation of low-carbon technologies.

REPORT LAUNCH: OCTOBER 2011

To follow the buzz visit www.pewclimate.org/business-innovation or contact the Pew Center at 703-516-4146.

Are you looking for ways to reduce your company’s energy consumption, lower greenhouse gas emissions and save money?

The Pew Center on Global Climate Change presents:
From Shop Floor to Top Floor: Best Business Practices in Energy Efficiency Report

Learn from the business community about effective management approaches to reduce energy use across four categories: internal operations; supply chains; products and services; and cross-cutting issues.

www.pewclimate.org/energy-efficiency